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Cover: The La Danta Pyramid in foreground at Mirador National Park, Guatemala.
Opposite: Rainforest canopy walkways allow eco-tourists to see flora and fauna up close.
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Foreword

In the past twenty years, we have lost over half of our last intact tropical rainforests. Half of the world’s wetlands and 10% of the world’s reefs have been
destroyed, with most of the remaining reefs under immediate threat. For many
countries, UNESCO World Heritage Sites and national parks are the last bastions of protection for these vital habitats.
Sadly, illegal logging, land clearing, mining and wildlife poaching are decimating
national parks, especially in developing countries where the resources to enforce
conservation legislation are scarce. Without funding, many national parks in developing countries will be destroyed before they can be enjoyed by both domestic
and international visitors. We wouldn’t only be losing their awe-inspiring beauty
and biodiversity, but also the ecosystem services that they provide, like clean water, carbon storage, and clean air.

“National Parks in developing countries are
the last bastion for saving our major intact
tropical forests and ecosystems critical
for endangered species to survive.”
- Jeff Morgan

Which is why, with the support of major donors like the Gordon and Betty
Moore Foundation, the Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation and the Dawson Family
Fund, Global Conservation is working to protect critically endangered species
and their habitats in both land and marine parks. Global Conservation is the
only international conservation group exclusively funding national park protection in developing countries.
Global Conservation works with park authorities and NGOs in each country to
deploy Global Park Defense systems and training to achieve “No Cut, No Kill”
protection in some of the world’s most endangered wildlife parks. Global Park
Defense is a proven system that uses tools like aerial and ground surveillance,
SMART ranger patrols, community involvement and satellite-based forest monitoring to enable developing countries to fight threats to their natural treasures.
Our projects span five continents, targeting the most pristine and most threatened ecosystems on our planet. Leuser Ecosystem in Sumatra, Indonesia, for
example, is the last place on Earth where rhinos, tigers, elephants and orangutans
live together in the wild. Cuba’s Jardines de la Reina National Park is one of the
last intact marine ecosystems with abundant shark and fish populations in the
Caribbean. Sierra del Divisor National Park completes a critical rainforest corridor for endangered Amazonian species in Peru.
We created this book to show you the amazing beauty and biological importance
of the global parks where we work. Please join us in our journey to save the
world’s wild riches!

Jeff Morgan, Executive Director of Global Conservation on a 2017 mission to Thap Lan National Park, Thailand

J. Jeffrey Morgan
Executive Director, Global Conservation
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Our Supporters
Global Conservation was founded to protect our most important and endangered wild places. We are the only nature conservation group whose sole mission
is the direct funding of park protection systems for saving national parks and
UNESCO World Heritage Sites in developing countries.
We are working with our conservation partners and supporters to bring Global
Park Defense to 25 global parks by 2025. Through Global Park Defense, we can
enable “No Cut, No Kill” protection for the world’s most critical national parks
and UNESCO World Heritage Sites.
As wild spaces become scarcer, it becomes increasingly important to protect
World Heritage Sites and national parks. Illegal poaching, logging, mining, land
clearing and human encroachment are destroying our last intact wild places
in the developing world. If this continues over the next decade we will destroy
over 50% of our last remaining intact wildlife habitats for endangered megafauna like tigers, primates, bears, lions, elephants and rhinos.
The developing world is seeing accelerating devastation of vast tropical forests
and critical wildlife habitats. At current rates of deforestation, protected areas
will be the only remaining places to harbor intact primary forests in developing
countries.
In many cases, national park authorities and rangers lack the critical skills, technology, communications systems, and equipment necessary to protect their national parks from wildlife poaching and illegal logging and mining. We aim to
guard our wild places against priority threats, such as deforestation, hydropower
dams, mining, wildlife poaching, reef destruction, and illegal fishing. Stepping
up to this challenge is the only way to make sure that wilderness persists into the
coming decades.
This challenge can only be met with the continued dedication of our supporters.
Through their support, the goals of Global Conservation are being realized all
over the world. Now, as we expand our Global Park Defense systems to more
national parks, our needs for financial support increase accordingly.
Our Board of Directors, Senior Advisory Board, and many partners in conservation around the world work tirelessly as volunteers and experts on our projects.
You all have come together so strongly to support Global Conservation since its
inception in 2015. We wish to sincerely thank you all for your undying support,
both financially and as advisors. Together we are taking the good fight to the
entire planet!

Special thanks to our Major Donors including:
The Leonardo DiCaprio Foundation
Bill and Phyllis Draper
The Campbell Foundation
Franklin and Catherine Johnson Foundation
Marisla Foundation
International Elephant Foundation
Robert and Mara Perkins
Bushlife Conservation
Morgan Family Foundation
Dan Scales Fund
Lori Price
Jerome Dawson and Family
Silicon Valley Community Foundation
Swift Action Fund
March Conservation Fund
Quick Response Biodiversity Fund
Weeden Foundation
Erik and Edith Bergstrom Foundation
Page Family Foundation
Disney Family Foundation
Denning Family Foundation
Dawson Family Fund
and many others . . .
Board of Directors:
Jeff Morgan - Executive Director, Global Conservation
Firth Griffith - Founder, Global Sustainability Initiative
Michael Sutton - Executive Director, Goldman Environmental Prize
Michael Finley - President Emeritus, Turner Foundation
Advisory Board:
Rhett Butler - Managing Editor, Monga Bay/Conservationist, WildTech
Dr. Gerardo Ceballos - Instituto de Ecologia, UNAM Mexico,
Visiting Professor, Stanford University
Dr. Eric Dinerstein - Director, Biodiversity & Wildlife Solutions,
RESOLVE / Former Vice President for Science, World Wildlife Fund
Suwanna Gauntlett - Chief Executive Officer, Wildlife Alliance Direct
Protection for Forests and Wildlife
Mike Griffiths - Vice President Ecosystem Services, Floresta Director

FKL Leuser Ecosystem Conservation
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A - Alaungdaw Kathapa National Park, Myanmar
B - Cardamom National Park, Cambodia
C - DaMaI Rainforest Complex, Borneo
D - Leuser Ecosystem, Indonesia
E - Thap Lan National Park, Thailand
F - Borjomi National Park, Georgia

AMERICAS:

G - Corcovado National Park, Costa Rica
H - Mirador National Park, Guatemala
I - Sierra del Divisor National Park, Peru

AFRICA:

J - Mana Pools National Park, Zimbabwe
K - Murchison Falls National Park, Uganda

MARINE:

L - Cabo Pulmo National Marine Park, Mexico
M - Jardines de la Reina National Marine Park, Cuba
N - Palau Northern Reefs

- Assessments
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Global Park Defense

Using the power of UNESCO World Heritage and national park designation,
Global Conservation assists national governments and park authorities to protect land and marine reserves using the best systems, technologies and training
available. Our program, called Global Park Defense, is a multi-year program to
achieve “No Cut, No Kill” protection and financial sustainability for continued
preservation. Global Park Defense can be implemented in 2 to 3 years to increase
ranger patrol and park protection effectiveness in critical ecosystems. Global
Park Defense is a scalable system with technology and training tailored to each
park, dramatically increasing the effectiveness of rangers and park authorities to
protect their world heritage. Achieving actual protection over millions of acres
faced with threats like illegal logging and wildlife poaching is never easy, and
requires continuous efforts on five fronts: Surveillance, Patrolling, Community,
Prosecution, and Sustainability.

Global Park Defense is a multi-year
program to achieve “No Cut, No Kill”
protection and financial sustainability
for continued preservation.

Jeff Morgan reviews all five fronts of Global Park Defense with park rangers on
a mission to Murchison Falls National Park in Uganda.
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The key components of our Global Park Defense system are all
essential to the protection of endangered spaces and their habitats:

Surveillance • Patrolling • Community • Prosecution • Sustainability
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Surveillance:

Patrolling:

Much as CCTV cameras protect cities, airports and shopping malls, Global Park
Defense monitors all roads, trails and rivers known for illegal activities. By providing real-time alerts on illegal intruders, patrols can rapidly respond and make
arrests. Key tools include:

Global Park Defense works with park rangers to enable targeted patrolling, focusing on forward bases and rapid response in core threat areas. Key tools include:

Cellular Trailcams:

A Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool (SMART) is a software tool that assists rangers and managers in reporting and managing data. These data can then
be analyzed to improve adaptive management practices, by compiling timely
and accurate information on where, how and by whom poaching, illegal logging
and other direct threats to biodiversity are occurring. Patrols that use SMART
technology enable transparent monitoring of the effectiveness of anti-poaching
efforts by park authorities and community groups. SMART has proven to be
highly effective in empowering park staff, boosting motivation and increasing
interdictions and arrests.

SMART Patrols:

Based on low-cost consumer technologies, trail cameras use satellite, cellular or
radio connections to send real-time surveillance photos of illegal trespassers from
around the park to ranger patrols. These transmissions include location, heading
and facial images for later prosecution. Cellular trailcams are deployed on all
roads, trails and rivers to provide real-time surveillance of all illegal activities,
allowing rapid targeting of ranger interdictions.
Thermal Cameras:
Thermal cameras provide long-range surveillance across large land areas and marine protected areas from mobile observation posts.
UAV Drones:
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) drones run aerial reconnaissance at a distance
up to 40 kilometers, night & day, to identify illegal logging and poaching camps.
Satellite Monitoring:
Satellite imagery analysis provides daily updates on fires, forest clearing, illegal
logging and mining camps, new road construction, and major changes to the
park ecosystem so that patrol teams can be immediately alerted. Global Conservation uses satellite monitoring to protect forests and biodiversity in the Americas, Asia and Africa. With GLAD deforestation alerts on Global Forest Watch,
park authorities can detect illegal gold mining and logging in protected areas
within days. By getting timely and precise information into the hands of government authorities on the ground, they can take action within 24-48 hours of
receiving an alert.
EarthRanger:
EarthRanger is a Vulcan Domain Awareness System (DAS), a software platform
that collects information on activity in protected areas. This platform combines
data from animal collars, SMART systems, trailcams, UAV drones, satellite imagery, and other sources. Together, the software is able to collect information
about the animals being protected, the rangers protecting them, and potential
11

Global Conservation has deployed hundreds of cellular trailcams in parks
around the world. Trailcams are a key component of Global Park Defense.

threats and integrate it into a real-time visualized operational platform. Managers
can use this software to quickly analyze and proactively interdict illegal activity.

Parkwide Communications:
In many protected areas, the lack of an efficient communications system hinders
timely response to threats, and can be dangerous for rangers that are unable to
call for backup or medical assistance. In many remote areas, cell signal is lacking,
so we use satellite communications, digital radio, and other technologies to establish park-wide communications networks that are efficient and reliable.
Command and Control:
Command and control systems give park authorities, ranger teams and law enforcement a complete view of all threats, patrol movements, interdictions and
arrests, location of cameras and sensors, and aerial surveillance. Command centers integrate all data feeds — video, radar and radio — into a single system for
national parks rangers to effectively deploy and communicate during interdiction missions. Further, locations of illegal activities and evidence collection for
ticketing and prosecution of offenders is securely stored in a central database
accessible by park rangers and enforcement staff.

Marine Monitor (M2):

Community:

The Marine Monitor system (M2), developed by the Anthropocene Institute, is
a low cost, radar-based monitoring platform for marine protected areas (MPAs).
The M2 system uses off-the-shelf, commercially proven radars and open source
software to enable managers of MPAs to track over 30 vessels in their area in real
time. Global Conservation is also excited to support research and development
for a Mobile Marine Monitor (M3), a self-contained mobile trailer system that
can be transported by truck anywhere it is needed. We can now fit two fully-working M3s in a shipping container and deploy globally. Global Conservation is scaling up M2 deployments in UNESCO World Heritage Parks like Palau
Northern Reefs, Jardines de la Reina in Cuba and Cabo Pulmo National Marine
Park in Mexico.

No park and wildlife protection strategy can work without community involvement, from retraining poachers to be rangers to building strong informant networks. Developing tourism income and activities with local communities reduces the chance of local people becoming involved in illegal activities. National
parks in developing countries have large stakeholder groups in the surrounding
communities, which are critical to long-term protection. Key programs include:
Park Ranger and Eco-Guard Training:
Rangers and Eco-Guards are the first and last line of defense for nature. Ensuring
that rangers are properly trained and equipped is vital to effectively deterring and
prosecuting illegal activities. Further, ranger recruitment offers job opportunities
to people from local communities. We are dedicated to community-driven conservation that empowers the disadvantaged to protect their wildlands.

Wildlife Population Studies:
Monitoring wildlife populations is crucial for establishing a conservation baseline and evaluating the success of our programs. Recently, we supplied funding
for the first aerial-imaging-technology-based survey of Murchison Falls National
Park, Uganda. Automatic image recognition software with expert oversight is
used to analyze thousands of high-resolution photos taken from a survey plane.
These images will provide highly accurate population counts of elephants and
other large wildlife in the park.

Using our SMART technology, park rangers are making more poaching arrests.

Anonymous Informant Reward Systems:
Informants are financially compensated for information leading to arrests and
prosecution of illegal activities such as poaching, hunting, mining or logging.
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Prosecution:
When wildlife poachers and illegal loggers have no fear of park authorities and
the legal system due to incompetence or corruption, park protection and law
enforcement are impossible. We work to ensure wildlife crimes are punished
and publicized to discourage others from entering the national park illegally for
logging, mining or hunting. Key tools include:
Park Border Demarcation:
One of the selection criteria for our sites is commitment to park boundary demarcation. We require that the park director secure a budget and install 30% of
the park boundary. We then install Global Park Defense signage at every 500m
on all trails and roads to provide information about surveillance and patrols in
the area. Clear demarcation discourages illegal activity and assists in prosecution.

Forest and Carbon Monitoring:
The planet has lost over 40% of our tropical forests over the past twenty years.
That loss adds up to 342 million hectares – the size of Kenya, or six times the
size of Texas. Experts estimate that the last remaining rainforests could be consumed in under 40 years. Global Conservation’s Carbon for Forests is the first
forest-based carbon offset program which directly funds the protection and restoration of national parks. We do this by enabling the world’s top 500 carbon emitters to purchase certified carbon offsets, offering them a direct line to give back
and protect the world’s wild spaces. We use advanced satellite and ISO-standard
monitoring and verification to ensure that our program is efficient and effective.
Already, Shell has invested $6 million in Cardamom National Park, Cambodia.

Sustainability:
Through tourism revenues, new institutional funding, and carbon offset financing, Global Conservation is working to help each national park achieve longterm financial sustainability. Securing new government commitments, international support and REDD+ carbon funding, we push all levers possible to pay
for more rangers and vehicles, expand park boundaries, and improve protection
systems, equipment and training.
Long-Term Financing:
Global Conservation assists in developing long-term financing to fund park and
wildlife protection after our multi-year Global Park Defense projects end. Each
Global Park Defense deployment requires $400-500,000 over 5 years for training, equipment and communications systems. Global Conservation requires
national governments to increase the number of salaried park rangers and pay
all salaries, benefits and insurance. We bring together critically important cofunders, government and private investment, and strategic partners to assist in
conservation finance, park infrastructure, communications, scientific research
and community-led tourism in the long term.

Right: Satellites identify fires burning in Mirador National Park.
Opposite: LiDAR imaging allows remote monitoring of the forest floor.
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Armed with Global Park Defense, rangers are spotting and apprehending
more wildlife and timber poachers in the world’s most endangered parks.

In order to protect our global national parks, local community stakeholders
must join forces. Here, Greg Brown of Global Conservation (4th in from top
right) is shown on a 2019 mission to Sierra del Divisor National Park in Peru.

Deforestration rates have skyrocketed in the last decade, and are directly responsible for
our current extinction crisis. From the burning of the forest for palm oil plantations to the
poaching of rosewood for manufacturing, the “lungs of the earth” are being destroyed.

Hundreds of rusty snares confiscated from wildlife poachers. These illegal
traps often are forgotten, and rangers find the remains of trapped animals
never retrieved by the violators.

The use of Global Park Defense systems allows the activities inside the park
to be recorded and entered into databases. This information is proving to be
invaluable to local law enforcement and park authorities.

Cellular trailcams are catching wildlife poachers in the act, leading to stricter enforcement
of laws and increased prosecutions. There is a need for more highly-trained rangers in
most of the national parks and UNESCO World Heritage sites in developing countries.
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Alaungdaw Kathapa National Park - Myanmar
Imagine a deep forest where elephants crack the bloodred branches from Siamese rosewood trees, where leopards stalk gibbons through the canopy, where dragon-like mammals called pangolins rustle through the
undergrowth, and where the ghosts of rhinos roam.
Here, the Petpa, Patolon, and Taungdwin rivers are born
among the emerald trees. These forests flow over rolling mountains and plunge down thousand-foot cliffs
that protect this place like a fortress. This is Alaungdaw
Kathapa National Park (AKNP), the jewel of Myanmar
and that country’s oldest and largest national park at
160,500 hectares.
Not only a refuge to the animals that live here, AKNP
also draws about 150,000 Buddhist pilgrims that visit
each year during the religious festival from January to
April. They come to worship the holy remains of Lord
Alaungdaw Kathapa, Buddhist royalty, which are secured in a cave deep within the park. The forests here in
this national park, the only park in Asia with a famous
Buddhist religious site, vibrate with life and spirituality.
Alaungdaw Kathapa National Park (AKNP)
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To help secure the future of this unique place, Global Conservation signed
an agreement with the Myanmar Ministry of the Environment in 2018. This
year, the Myanmar Department of Forestry will begin to deploy Global Park
Defense in AKNP, and Global Conservation will work to have AKNP listed as
a Natural and Cultural UNESCO World Heritage Site.
The challenges will be great, as the dangers to AKNP are many. Myanmar faces
some of the highest deforestation rates of any country in the world, having
lost over 12% of its forest cover in the past 10 years. Myanmar’s natural areas
are all in danger, but AKNP is a wilderness stronghold: the massive cliffs that
form 60% of its boundary make it one of Myanmar’s only national parks with
potential for long-term protection.
Still, AKNP is under threat from wildlife poaching and illegal logging, including illegal clearing of the final fragments of forest in the park’s buffer zone.
The buffer zone has already lost over more than half of its forest, restricting
the migration of wildlife. The global trade in one of AKNP’s trees, Siamese
rosewood—also known as bloodwood—is thought to be even more lucrative
than the trade in elephant ivory. Wildlife habitats vanish as loggers chainsaw
forests in search of the rare bloodwoods for export to China, where they will
be reduced to furniture.
The Sumatran rhino, almost extinct throughout Myanmar, has already
disappeared from the park. The growing trade in elephant skin threatens the future of that megafauna species in Myanmar, as it makes all elephants, not just those with large tusks, a valuable commodity. Even orchids are threatened in AKNP by the illegal trade in ornamental plants.
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This is why Global Conservation is investing in critical Global Park Defense
technologies and systems, as well as the training needed to effectively protect core
wildlife habitats from illegal logging and wildlife poaching.
Working with the Myanmar Department of Forestry and the Chief Minister of
Sagaing Region, Global Conservation is establishing a new command center,
deploying cellular trailcams, providing trucks and motorcycles, and supporting
SMART ranger patrols that will increase the effectiveness of forest and wildlife
protection across 400,000 hectares of the park and its surroundings.
Together with Myanmar’s leaders, Global Conservation aims to preserve this
park’s mountains, rivers, forests, and trekking trails that venture into eight diverse ecosystems. Thereby, we can ensure that AKNP’s strong populations of
unique wildlife like Asian elephants, banteng, leopards, gibbons, and pangolins
continue to thrive.
Partners in Global Park Defense:
•
•
•
•

The Nature Conservancy Myanmar
Alaungdaw Kathapa National Park Authorities
Myanmar Department of Forestry
Sagaing Provincial Government

Top: Global Conservation supplied the AKNP Rangers with motorcycles
for expanded patrols in the park and buffer zone. Many patrols still rely
on elephants as their prefferred method of transportation.
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Previous: The remains of Lord Alaungdaw Kathapa. The stunning
large golden reclining Buddha shrine is covered each year in flakes
of gold offered by the worshippers.

Top: The Alaungdaw Kathapa National Park team gathered for a conference.
Bottom Left: Jeff Morgan demonstrates a new trailcam for park authorities.

Opposite: A Bhuddist candlelight ceremony outside the shrine. A
humble candle symbolizes the spirit of the Buddha.
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Bottom Right: The endangered Asian elephant is a common target of poachers.
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Above: Even the peacock, the national bird of Myanmar, is now
endangered in the wild.
Left: A sign of wisdom greets visitors to AKNP.
Opposite: AKNP is a global treasure and the crown jewel of
central Myanmar.
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Cardamom National Park - Cambodia
The Cardamom Mountains. The name evokes images of
fervid green hills enveloped in mist, full of wild creatures
that roam in the forest’s gloaming. That’s not far from
the reality; Cardamom National Park and its surrounding mountains contain Southeast Asia’s largest surviving
rainforest, a vast and exceptionally diverse wilderness
which remains mostly unexplored.
One might imagine that the Cardamom Mountains still
harbor the ghosts of the Khmer Rouge, who left this forest just over two decades ago. In the uneasy peace that
followed the Cambodian Civil War, the Cardamom
Mountains suffered rampant logging, poaching, and
slash-and-burn agriculture as people struggled to find
their way in this post-conflict era. The areas that survived
that period, however, remain one of Southeast Asia’s most
pristine expanses of wilderness. Two hundred million
hectares of rainforest once covered southern Asia, but
only about ten million hectares are left; one-fifth of that
remaining forest is in Cambodia.

Cardamom National Park
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Cardamom National Park was gazetted in 2016, owing to the work of our
partner, Wildlife Alliance. The park consists of over 800,000 hectares of dense
monsoon forest, melaleuca wetlands, mangroves, and a vast network of estuaries and rivers that course across the mountain slopes and into the Gulf of
Thailand. The Cardamom rainforest has the greatest watershed value of any
forest in Cambodia, with a staggering rainfall of 3,500-4,500mm per year due
to its position along the Gulf of Thailand and its dense evergreen forest cover.
Protecting this continuous forest canopy and the flow of water from the forest
to the coast is a conservation priority for Cambodia.
This fragile forest conceals a menagerie of endangered wildlife species, including Malayan sun bears, elephants, gibbons, clouded leopards, Indian civets,
banteng, dholes, gaur, and Sunda pangolins. In all, the park hosts more than
60 globally threatened animals and 17 globally threatened trees, many endemic to Cambodia. Here, one of the largest protected wild elephant populations
in Southeast Asia rambles through one of Asia’s last unfragmented elephant
corridors. In the rivers swim exceedingly rare Irrawaddy dolphins, fewer than
100 of which remain in the world. Alongside those dolphins live some of the
last populations on Earth of Siamese crocodiles.
Though tigers have not been seen here for some time, tiger reintroduction
to Cambodia was identified as a priority in the Cambodia Tiger Action Plan
and was recently endorsed by the Cambodian Prime Minister Samdach Akka
Moha Senabdeiy Techo Hun Sen. The Ministry of Environment, responsible
for managing Cardamom National Park, is also supportive of tiger reintroduction into the Cardamom Rainforest Landscape in the coming years.

Despite its new protected status, illegal land clearing and wildlife poaching continue to threaten this park. Cambodia faces some of the highest deforestation
rates of any country in the world: over 15% of its forest has been cleared over
the past 10 years. Thousands of wildlife snares, which conservationists call “walls
of death” for their ability to create fatal barriers to wildlife, are confiscated every
year in the Cardamom region. In the depths of the unexplored forest, such activities are difficult to stop without daily aerial and satellite monitoring. Further,
because of its highly desirable real-estate location, industrial and community-level land grabbing and wildlife poaching continue to threaten Cardamom’s biodiversity on a daily basis.
To protect this park, Global Conservation, Wildlife Alliance, and the Ministry of
Environment are deploying new technologies, including command and control,
cellular trailcams, aerial surveillance and targeted ranger patrols for increasing
the effectiveness of forest and wildlife protection. Wildlife Alliance builds rangers’ professional capacity and provides full support for their livelihoods. This
enables them to focus completely on their duties and creates a culture of Zero
Tolerance for Corruption. Global Park Defense provides critical technology and
training for Wildlife Alliance teams and Ministry of Forestry and Environment
rangers.

Top Left: Cardamom National Park Rangers and Wildlife Alliance patrol
the park, working together to protect the forest and wildlife.
Top Right: Deforestation threatens the hornbill in the Cardamoms.
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Wildlife Alliance is the leader in direct protection of forests and wildlife in
tropical Cambodia through on-the-ground interventions with government
rangers and local communities, directly addressing the causes of deforestation
and the illegal wildlife trade.
Thirteen rural communities surround the perimeter of Cardamom National Park. New community-led organizations, community rangers, ecotourism,
and environmental education are increasing interest in protection and have
already substantially raised the standard of living for participating communities. Wildlife Alliance is also working on long-term sustainable financing for
forest protection in the landscape through developing carbon credit revenues
from the Southern Cardamom Reduction of Emissions from Deforestation
and Forest Degradation (REDD+) project.
We are determined not to let this forest disappear, the way that 95% of Asia’s
rainforests already have. Our rangers patrol 24/7 across 600,000 hectares of the
Cardamom Rainforest Landscape, protecting the homes of elephants, clouded
leopards, and gibbons so that this vast wilderness can remain wild.
Partners in Global Park Defense:

Top: Clouded leopards and sun bears are under attack in the Cardamoms.

• Wildlife Alliance
• Ministry of Environment

Bottom: Rangers remove illegal “Wall of Death” snares.
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Opposite: SMART patrols respond to threats in the park by fast boats.
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Previous: The village of Chi Phat is located just south of the Cardamoms,
and is a point of entry for poachers into the mountains.

Top Left: CNP ranger installing cellular trailcams.
Top Right: Supported by CNP rangers, Wildlife Alliance patrols the park.

Opposite: Global Conservation supports park rangers around the world as
they work to preserve the best of their homelands.

Bottom Left: Helicopter flights identify forest destruction within the national park.
Bottom Right: Often the success of park protection can be measured in arrests.
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Top: In the Cardamoms, baby elephants are often the victims of
poacher’s snares intended for adult animals.
Opposite: The Prek Khlang Yai Delta is the gateway to Cardamom
National Park on the Cambodian border with Thailand.
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DaMaI World Heritage - Sabah, Malaysia
In the northern reaches of the island of Borneo lies a
sweeping forested crater, 25 kilometers wide. This place
is isolated from the world by a jagged rocky rim, almost
four times the height of the Empire State Building, decorated by countless curtaining waterfalls. Its uncharted
rainforests are so secluded that it has never been permanently inhabited by humans, and its ecosystem is virtually self-contained. It’s as though it exists on a separate
planet; some call it Sabah’s “Lost World.”
On its rim stand trees adorned with pitcher-like, carnivorous flowers as tall as a person’s arm. On the ground
grows one of the world’s largest blooms, bursting from
the understory like a Dr. Seuss painting: the fantastical
red Rafflesia, often referred to as the “corpse plant” for its
scent. At the foot of the basin’s northern cliffs lies a lake,
the only true lake on this part of the island, scattered
with the fossils of ancient sea creatures. The Murut, a
tribe of former headhunters, tell of a dragon that lives in
the lake and holds back the water with its massive tail.

DaMaI World Heritage - Sabah, Malaysia
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This is the Maliau Basin, one of three sites within the DaMaI Rainforest Complex, a proposed World Heritage Site in the state of Sabah on the Malaysian
island of Borneo. To the north of Maliau is Imbak Canyon, “The Green Canyon of Borneo,” brimming with undisturbed lowland rainforest. In the east
is the Danum Valley, a vast depression carpeted with prehistoric, virgin forest
containing a Kadazan-Dusun indigenous burial site. At 130 million years old,
this rainforest is twice as ancient as the Amazon.
The DaMaI Rainforest Complex (Danum-Maliau-Imbak) ecosystem, often
referred to as the Heart of Borneo, is one of the last intact primary forests in
Asia and a critical habitat for endangered megafauna like elephants, clouded
leopards and orangutans, as well as all eight species of Bornean hornbills. With
hundreds of bird species, some endemic to this area, Danum Valley and Maliau
Basin have been designated as Important Bird Areas by BirdLife International.
Today, there is little organized protection for wildlife in the proposed DaMaI
World Heritage Site. Armed gangs are aggressively hunting endangered wildlife, both for international trade and sale to wildlife eateries on Borneo that
are frequented by foreign tourists. Illegal hunting has rapidly increased over
the past 10 years, depleting wildlife populations; without effective protection,
we will lose more endangered species and critical habitats in one of the most
biodiverse places on earth. Already, in 2015, rhinos were declared extinct in the
wild in Malaysian Borneo.
Working with state and national governments, Global Conservation will move
the World Heritage Site nomination process forward while improving planning for protection, conservation and sustainable tourism. We are proposing
new buffer zones, a single management structure, and an increase in the total
area under state-level protection to over 800,000 hectares.
41

The proposed World Heritage Park has the potential to bring millions of visitors
in the coming decades, which provides a powerful financial model for long-term
protection and sustainability. Few other rainforest wildlife areas offer this opportunity. Already, Sabah has millions of visitors to their other parks, marine areas,
and wildlife sanctuaries.
Global Conservation aims to deploy Global Park Defense against wildlife poaching and illegal land clearing through an integrated system. Our technologies
and training will include park-wide communications, cellular trailcams, aerial
surveillance, SMART patrols, the Vulcan Domain Awareness System, ranger and
community eco-guard training, and improved visitor security.
With almost no dedicated park or wildlife patrols today, DaMaI is highly vulnerable to illegal activities. Initially, Global Conservation funding, training and
oversight will be critical to ensure patrol coverage of its core wildlife areas.
Our goal is to achieve “No Cut, No Kill” protection in three core habitats within
five years. To accomplish this, we are working with leading conservation organizations in Sabah, including the Sabah Environmental Trust (SET), Sabah Forestry Department, Sabah Foundation, and the Sabah Department of Wildlife.
DaMaI Rainforest Complex World Heritage Site would protect one of the last
major primary forest ecosystems in Asia, including critical lowland forests that
harbor endangered elephants, orangutans, leopards, bears, hornbills and other
species facing extinction in other parts of Malaysia and across Asia.
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Partners in Global Park Defense:
• Sabah Environmental Trust
• Sabah Forestry Department
• Yayasan Sabah Foundation
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Top Left: DaMaI Park Protection Team navigates rugged jungle terrain on foot.
Top Right: Global Conservation strives to acheive “No Cut, No Kill” protections.
Bottom Left: The Sumatran orangutan requires protected wild spaces to survive.
Bottom Right: This dead civet cat was most likely struck by a vehicle.
Opposite: The Sumatran elephant is under attack by poachers who sell its skin and
ivory in illegal markets around the globe.
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Top: The red leaf monkey requires native trees to survive in Borneo.
Middle: Rhinoceros beetles are captured and are made to fight for gambling.
Bottom: The biodiversity in DaMaI is so complex that even subtle changes
to the environment results in hardships to wildlife and extinctions.
Previous: Deforestation is rampant as corporate interests illegally exploit the
natural resources in Borneo. Global Park Defense is being deployed in World
Heritage Sites to protect forests and stop poachers.
Opposite: National parks and World Heritage Sites might become the last
protected wild spaces on the planet.
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Above: Global Conservation is supporting DaMaI patrol teams to
battle illegal logging and wildlife poaching in the Heart of Borneo.
Left: A buffy fish owl surveys the dense jungle floor.
Opposite: The sun sets over Sabah’s Lost World.
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Leuser Ecosystem - Indonesia
Just one wild place remains on Earth where tigers, elephants, orangutans and rhinos live together in the wild:
the Leuser Ecosystem, a key piece of the UNESCO Sumatran World Heritage Site.
The Leuser Ecosystem spans over two million hectares,
almost three times the size of Yellowstone National Park.
Its diverse landscape includes lowland and montane rainforests, nine rivers, three lakes, and over 185,000 hectares
of carbon-rich peatlands. One of the last remaining intact rainforests in all of Indonesia, it is a crucial source of
clean drinking water and agricultural livelihoods for over
four million people. The ecosystem services provided by
the Leuser Ecosystem are worth $23 billion.
But these forests are being burned to the ground. Between 1985 and 2009, half of Sumatra’s forests were
destroyed. The decimation continues today: despite its
protected status, Leuser has lost one-fifth of its lowland
forests to illegal commercial activities in just the past five
years. At that rate, the forest will be completely destroyed
within two decades.
The Leuser Ecosystem, Sumatra, Indonesia
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The Leuser Ecosystem faces immediate threats from illegal logging.

This FKL patrol routinely seizes hundreds of snares illegally set by poachers.

The primary threat to this unique ecosystem is illegal palm oil expansion. As
global demand for palm oil rises, oil palm growers seek to multiply the acreage
of this valuable crop. Unfortunately, there is little unoccupied land left in Indonesia, leading growers to encroach illegally into the country’s dwindling but
exceptionally biodiverse protected areas.

needed to reverse accelerating threats facing Leuser’s core forests and wildlife
habitats.

Consequently, the Leuser Ecosystem has been designated a UNESCO World
Heritage Site in Danger. In addition to palm oil, it faces accelerating threats
from illegal and commercial interests in logging, mining, ill-advised energy
projects, and the fragmentation of forests by new roads. The fires from this
widespread destruction have caused major haze pollution from Singapore to
Jakarta, resulting in huge economic losses and public health issues.
Due to this destruction, Sumatra’s unique megafauna species are dying out. Of
the world’s 80 remaining wild Sumatran rhinos, Leuser contains 50—the last
viable population of this species on Earth. Of just 400 remaining Sumatran
tigers, more than 100 live in Leuser, which is one of only two regions with
enough breeding females to sustain this subspecies. Further, 85% of the world’s
critically endangered Sumatran orangutans call this forest home. As Sumatra’s
forests disappear, it becomes increasingly likely that Sumatran orangutans will
become the first great ape to go extinct. All of this has led conservationists to
call Leuser one of the “world’s most irreplaceable protected areas” – if this forest
disappears, these species will go with it.

These funding efforts are also enabling Global Conservation to employ Global
Park Defense systems in Leuser. These systems include expanded ranger stations
and patrols, UAV drones, satellite communication and remote monitoring.
Currently, 12 SMART patrols cover 60% of the Leuser Ecosystem, equipped
with satellite communications, survival equipment, and critical supplies. Forum
Konservasi Leuser (FKL) patrols target the areas at highest risk for forest and
wildlife crime activities, especially areas with high-value trees. Vital orangutan
habitats within Gunung Leuser National Park are being documented by UAV
drones. The video captured by the drones is invaluable for motivating community leaders and law enforcement to take action when threats are detected.
Finally, Global Conservation is providing the funding to set up the new 400,000
-hectare Benkung Trumon Wildlife Sanctuary for Sumatran tigers, elephants,
orangutans and rhinos. By protecting the habitat of these four megafauna species,
countless other biological treasures will be preserved: clouded leopards, hornbills
and the largest flowers in the world are among the wonders that share this forest.
With our local partners, we will ensure that this irreplaceable wilderness continues to protect wildlife found nowhere else in the world, while providing crucial
ecosystem services to the Sumatran people.

Global Conservation and our partners are raising critical funding to protect
and sustainably develop the Leuser Ecosystem to enable permanent “No Cut,
No Kill” protection. The next three years are pivotal for establishing legal and
institutional protections. Strong local partners and international support are
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Previous: The jungles are being burned, leaving shrinking habitats for
endangered wildlife.

Top Left: A poacher’s snare location is GPS marked to guide future patrols.
Top Right: FKL ranger team on patrol.

Partners in Global Park Defense:

Bottom Left: The Sumatran rhino is one of the most threatened of the four major
megafauna species in the park.
Bottom Right: As with all tiger species, the Sumatran tiger is highly-endangered.

• Forum Konservation Leuser (FKL)
• Aceh Provincial Governement
• Ministry of Forestry, Indonesia
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Opposite: Celebrities and activists like Leonardo DiCaprio, Adrien Brody and
Farwiza Farhan are leading the fight to save the Leuser Ecosystem.
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Top Left: A young orangutan is rescued from the threat of poachers in the park.
Top Right: Illegally poached animal remains and snares found in Leuser.
Bottom Left: A herd of the most critically endangered elephants in the world.
Bottom Right: Global Conservation is supporting FKL patrols, but more rangers
are needed to protect this endangered ecosystem.
Opposite: Trading a thriving rainforest for these palm oil kernels.
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Above: Donors and activists tour Leuser by river, courtesy of Global Conservation.
Opposite: There is no secret to the corporate crime going on in Leuser. The smoke
from the fires doesn’t hide a truck with its illegal cargo.
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Thap Lan National Park - Thailand
With their daunting size and incredible strength, tigers
have long been a symbol of power and energy for Buddhists in Thailand. Tigers are the world’s largest cat, yet
among the most elusive – their orange and black stripes,
so striking when taken out of context, allow them to melt
at will into the warm glow of tropical forests. Unfortunately, over the last few decades, they have become even
harder to see as their numbers decline dramatically due to
poaching and habitat loss.
Throughout most of Thailand, tigers have been driven to
local extinction. Until recently, conservationists thought
that there was only one remaining viable population of
tigers in the country, along its western border with Myanmar. Then, in 2017, a population of at least 18 cats was
found in Thap Lan National Park, a second refuge for tigers in Thailand.
Thap Lan is Thailand’s second largest park and one of the
last intact habitats for a suite of threatened and endangered species: elephants, Asiatic bears, clouded leopards,
Thap Lan National Park
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Confiscated logs from illegal poaching show the threat to the park’s forests.

Poachers caught in the act by trailcams as part of Global Park Defense.

banteng, gaur, sambar, malayan sun bears, hornbills, and over 800 other vertebrate species. Thap Lan is at the heart of the Dong Phayayen - Khao Yai Forest
Complex (DPKY), a 595,700-hectare cluster of five contiguous national parks
and a globally important biodiversity hotspot.

achieve “No Cut, No Kill” protection. The transnational crime syndicates that
run these logging operations have long enjoyed an advantage over park rangers
because of superior numbers, funding and weaponry. That equation changed in
2016 with the deployment Global Park Defense systems, technology and training. By 2018, we had achieved our 500th arrest of illegal loggers in Thap Lan
National Park – a clear indication of both the degree of threat to this unique
place and the effectiveness of Global Park Defense.

This area, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, contains the last substantial piece
of Southeastern Indochina dry evergreen forests in the world. It is one of the
rare forest landscapes in Thailand that supports two species of globally endangered gibbons—pileated and white-handed. Intriguingly, scientists think that
the depths of these poorly-explored forests, with their vast valleys, deep chasms,
and thundering waterfalls, might still contain one of the world’s most endangered mammals. The kouprey has not been sighted in Thailand for more than 30
years, but this rare wild cow could be valuable for breeding disease-free lines of
domestic cattle.
Yet, Thap Lan and its tigers are under threat, in part because the park is the
epicenter of Thailand’s Rosewood Wars. Hundreds of illegal loggers and their
crews are cutting the last Siamese rosewood trees, one of which can be worth
$4,000-6,000, and killing the rangers who try to stop them. Those deaths and
rosewoods’ red-hued timber have led conservationists to call it “bloodwood.”
In July 2015, these Rosewood Wars, a lack of law enforcement, and a proposal to
build a highway through the DPKY caused the UNESCO World Heritage Committee to threaten to downgrade the DPKY to the World Heritage in Danger list.
To try and stem this illegal logging and the wildlife poaching that goes hand-inhand, Global Conservation is supporting Thailand’s Department of Parks and
Wildlife and the Wildlife Conservation Society’s use of Global Park Defense to
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The multi-year deployment of Global Park Defense includes training for rangers
on night patrolling, park protection systems, armed combat, and improving patrol effectiveness. Focused on breaking up the Thai syndicates, middle men and
the supply chain providing illegal teams with chainsaws and supplies, Global
Park Defense technology gives Thap Lan park rangers a “force multiplier” by
targeting patrols and improving park-wide protection. Global Park Defense also
implements the latest technologies from military and civil police for the national
park, including cellular and radio-based camera traps, seismic ground sensors
and drone-based aerial surveillance combined with daily updated satellite imagery to monitor illegal activities and encroachment. Finally, an anonymous informant reward system helps eliminate corruption by park officials.
Without Global Conservation’s Global Park Defense program, all the rosewood
trees and many endangered wildlife species living in the park will be lost. But
with proper sustaining protection, tigers can be repopulated in the entire Dong
Phayayen - Khao Yai Forest Complex, restoring this iconic species to its rightful
realm. We feel secure that the Government of Thailand, with our help, will be
successful in the long-term protection and repopulation of tigers and other
endangered wildlife species that roam these forests.
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Above: Thap Lan rangers with confiscated rifle and poached animal remains. It takes sophisticated technology
and equipment to protect our parks, but one antiquated rifle can further threaten an endangered species.
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Above: These rangers are using Global Park Defense techniques like SMART patrols and surveillance technology.
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Partners in Global Park Defense:
• WCS Thailand
• Department of Parks and Wildlife

Top: A great hornbill is a target for poachers who sell the beaks as trinkets.
Middle: There are fewer than 1,500 Indochinese tigers left in the world.
Bottom: The Chinese water dragon is hunted by poachers to be sold as pets.
Opposite: The crowned gibbon is one of many threatened species in
Thap Lan National Park.
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Borjomi National Park - Georgia
What better place for a palace? The scene may have looked
something like this: standing among the evergreen trees on
the hill at dusk, the Russian Emperor’s son Grand Duke
Mikhail Nicolaevich looked out over the Kura River. A
buck lolled along the opposite shore, swinging its massive
antlers from side to side as it scanned for danger. In the
distance he heard a wolf howling.
The Caucasus Mountains stretched to each horizon, the
meadows and forests flush with game. The wildlife was astounding, so the grand duke established a hunting reserve
near the palace at Borjomi in 1880. For the next half-century, Russian royalty traveled here by carriage to raise their
rifles and sip the healing Borjomi mineral waters. They
stalked brown bear, boar, wild goat, wolf, red deer, lynx,
and grouse – a veritable menagerie of animals that have
enriched European lore for millennia.
Although this area had been used for hunting since medieval times, the pressure on it was too intense; by the middle
of the 20th century, wildlife numbers began to dwindle.
Borjomi National Park
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In 1935, after the Russian Empire had crumbled, the new Republic of Georgia
made these storybook mountains a nature reserve. Sixty years later, that reserve
and its surroundings became Borjomi-Kharagauli National Park (BKNP),
85,000 hectares of mountains, forest, and alpine meadows that were first
opened to the public in 2001.

coveted for its hide. In the park’s core wilderness area, virgin forests host many of
the park’s bear, lynx, wolf, red deer and chamois. Migrating birds pass through
here, sharing the air with resident species like golden eagles and griffon vultures and more than 100 species of butterfly, including the endemic and endangered Parnassius nordmanni.

Here, summer wildflowers blanket the forest in yellow, stark against the leafy
emerald backdrop. In the distance, downy peaks stretch high above alpine
meadows, blue clouds spilling through their narrow passes like mountain
streams. A clatter might echo from somewhere beyond the trees as two bucks
lock antlers. As night falls, fireflies bring the heavens to earth, idly winking in
and out of view like twinkling stars.

Despite protection, large wildlife has continued to decline over the past ten years
as the barks of poachers’ dogs and the crack of high-powered rifles still echo
through these valleys. Already, illegal hunting has extirpated the wild goat, a
shaggy creature related to the ibex with great, back-curved horns. A reintroduction program is ongoing. Only about ten chamois remain, along with an
estimated 20 lynx, 30 brown bear, and 200 endangered Caucasian red deer. The
problem is aggravated by illegal logging, overgrazing by domestic livestock, and
climate-change-induced forest fires that threaten their habitat.

This is where worlds collide – the Caucasus are an ancient geological and sociocultural crossroads, created 20 million years ago when the Arabian sub-continent crumpled into Europe. Much later, the Silk Road guided traders from
Asia into Europe through mountain passes not far from Borjomi. Caravans of
horses and camels threaded through these peaks carrying gold and silver, glass,
wool, perfume, and great sheets of brightly colored silk. Later, monks settled
here, building red-roofed monasteries adorned with medieval frescos that persist today.
The natural history of the Caucasus is no less vivid. These mountains are one
of the world’s 34 Biodiversity Hotspots, identified by the IUCN as the richest
and most threatened reservoirs of life on Earth. This park helps protect many
of Georgia’s endemic plants, 60% of which are threatened. A number of imperiled animal species live here too, including three bats, five rodents, the Caucasian black grouse, the Caucasian viper, and the chamois, an agile antelope
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Battling this long legacy of exploitation is a treacherous task, and several rangers
here have lost their lives. Without the authority to make arrests, BKNP’s 56
rangers often put themselves at risk as they wait for help from police. Fortunately,
this is changing: in 2019, 15 new park rangers were hired, and the ranger team
made their first six arrests of illegal hunters in the park. Global Conservation
helped ensure that new firearms, body cameras, and Garmin Inreach Satellite
GPS Communicators were also distributed.
We at Global Conservation are now aiming to support those rangers by establishing a Global Park Defense system that will monitor all trails and roads for
Top Left: Elk have been hunted for centuries in these woods.
Top Right: The Russian brown bear is endangered in Borjomi National Park.
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illegal loggers and hunters. We will also improve communications and institute a new citations system, with which we aim to achieve “No Cut, No Kill”
protection by collaborating with local partners like the Caucasus Nature Fund.
Already, improved enforcement has virtually eliminated large-scale illegal clear
-cutting, and growing tourism helps provide local communities with alternative
livelihoods that obviate the need for poaching. Visitors come for the wildlife,
the incredible scenery, and this region’s history, which they can take in while
hiking, horseback riding, biking, or snowshoeing. They also enjoy the pinecone
jam and mineral water that Borjomi is known for, which gushes from a depth of
1,500 meters and is said to have healing properties. The park protects these natural springs which provide potable water for 10,000 residents of Borjomi town.
Astounding wildlife has drawn people to this region for hundreds of years,
though the reasons have shifted from exploitation to sheer enjoyment. We aim
to ensure the long-term protection of this area’s rich resources by doubling
the size of Borjomi-Kharagauli National Park. This will conserve adjacent areas that are brimming with biodiversity but lack full protection. We hope that
these changes will allow wildlife populations to double or triple within the next
five years, and allow this ecosystem to persist for hundreds of years to come.

Partners in Global Park Defense:
• Agency of Protected Areas
• Ministry of Environment
• Caucasus Nature Fund
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Opposite Page: The horse is still one of the best ways to travel in Borjomi.
Top Left: Jeff Morgan signs a wildlife and park protection agreement in 2017.
Above: Sadly, there is evidence of illegal logging all over Borjomi Park.
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Above: Borjomi National Park is over 2,200 sq. km. of sensitive
mixed forest ecosystems and endangered wildlife habitats.
Opposite: Global Conservation is supporting Borjomi rangers
with communications and surveillance equipment.
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AMERICAS
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Corcovado National Park - Costa Rica
Corcovado National Park is a brilliant patch of emerald
rainforest on Costa Rica’s Osa Peninsula. Here, a visitor
can stand on a white sandy beach and see dense forest
on one side, teeming with wildlife, and look across the
vast Pacific ocean on the other. Wide rivers run through
primeval rainforest, where bright green tree frogs with red
eyes perch among the branches. Further down, their poison cousins poise like swirls of paint on a leaf-litter palette among the dappled sunlight on the forest floor. Rare
harpy eagles, with talons the size of a full-grown bear’s
claw, sit feasting on squirrel monkeys in trees that stand
on great buttressed roots.
Beyond the luminous white sand, spinner dolphins race
across the warm waves among hawksbill sea turtles, their
calligraphy shells a shimmering mirage beneath the surface. Crocodiles and bull sharks circle the mangrove-ringed
lagoon, frightening the tapirs and deterring even the most
weary hikers from a refreshing swim. Tapirs aren’t much
safer in the depths of the jungle where Central America’s
largest jaguar population prowls in the gloaming.
Corcovado National Park
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Squirrel monkeys are one of four endangered primate species in Costa Rica.

A ranger in Corcovado investigates illegal gold mining in the park.

Waterfalls cascade from great walls of trees and directly onto the pale sandy
beach, feeding the Pacific, connecting the forest to the ocean like glittering
threads. As the day fades, the sun sets into an ocean tinged pink and yellow as
fireflies signal brightly like the lights of the airport across the bay. Scarlet macaws gather in the highest branches to roost in large numbers, some of them
peering out from nests in tree hollows; this is one of their last strongholds.
Below them, tapirs rouse from their musky nests, starting the night watch as
rain clouds begin to obscure the stars.

Though Corcovado has been protected since 1975, it has struggled with destructive illegal activity since the beginning. Osa was a wild frontier until gold
fever swept the country in the 1970’s and thousands of miners converged on the
peninsula. As the gold became scarcer, many people left. Those who stayed began
entering protected areas like Corcovado to illegally extract the precious metal. An
estimated 400 illegal miners still operate inside the park.

It’s not for nothing that National Geographic dubbed Corcovado National
Park “the most biologically intense place on earth”: this forest sustains 2.5% of
the world’s biodiversity in 0.001% of its land area. It’s the largest park in Costa
Rica, protecting about one-third of the Osa Peninsula, and widely considered
the crown jewel of this country’s impressive system of protected areas. Though
small compared to the great Amazonian jungles further south, this is one of the
last refuges for jaguars in Central America.
Alongside the jaguar live a number of other species that rely on their ability
to roam an unfragmented forest. Other cats like pumas, ocelots, and margays
call this home, as do a wealth of other mammals like silky anteaters, sloths, all
four of Costa Rica’s monkey species, and highly endangered Baird’s tapirs and
white-lipped peccaries. Hummingbirds glitter from flower to flower, as threatened macaws and 300 other bird species sail above 500 species of trees. Four
species of sea turtle, all of them declining and one of them critically endangered, nest on the beaches. This is one of the few remaining tracts of unbroken
lowland tropical rainforest left in the world, and among the most unique.
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In 2017, the Costa Rican Supreme Court ordered effective protection for Corcovado, but hundreds of miners remain. Using dynamite and heavy machinery,
they destroy huge patches of rainforest rapidly in their quest for gold. Enforcement has been sparse; in the recent past, only ten rangers were available at any
given time to patrol the park’s area, which spans more than 45,000 hectares.
Poaching, too, plagues this park. Illegal hunters invade Corcovado with AK-47s
and highly trained hunting dogs, primarily seeking paca and endangered whitelipped peccary for sale as game meat. Sometimes, they will also hunt jaguar to
sell their skins. But even when the jaguars are spared by the poachers, the decline
in paca and peccary means that the forests don’t hold enough prey for those big
cats. Consequently, jaguars have been in decline in Corcovado since the park
was created. Only 30 remain. That this is regardless Central America’s last jaguar
stronghold is a testament to this big cat’s alarming decline throughout its range;
protecting unfragmented forests like Corcovado and their populations of prey
species is becoming ever more important.
The marine life isn’t safe yet, either – sea turtles that are facing extinction are
pushed further to the brink by the illegal harvesting of their eggs on these sandy
shores. While harvesting of vulnerable Olive Ridley turtle eggs is legal in other
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parts of Costa Rica, the nests are legally protected here. Still, poachers take eggs
during the annual “arribada,” or arrival of the nesting turtles. Fortunately, the
proposed Corcovado Marine Reserve would protect this 700,000 hectares of
wild coast and adjacent ocean ecosystems.
To help curb illegal mining, poaching, and logging, Global Conservation is
investing in surveillance technology and operations in Corcovado. We began
threat assessment, planning, and mission support in 2016 and supported two
SINAC/MINAE patrolling missions involving Ministry of Security and Border Police in 2017. We are also funding aerial surveillance and environmental
inspectors (COVIRENAS), local intelligence experts who navigate the rivers
and forests to document illegal activities. Meanwhile, our cellular trailcams
stand guard at the park’s many access points, reporting illegal entries by trail,
road, and river in real time. These upgrades have already resulted in regular
arrests of illegal gold miners and commercial hunters.
Making field patrols more efficient and effective is a critical next step. With our
support, rangers have already begun to patrol deep into the rainforest by aircraft and boat. Together, we will protect this jaguars’ last holdout, these iconic
scarlet macaws, this rainforest against a brilliant sea.
Partners in Global Park Defense:
Top Left: Illegal mining is a growing threat to the delicate park ecosystem.
Top Right: Corcovado hosts Central America’s largest jaguar population.
Bottom Left: Global Conservation’s support is resulting in arrests in the park.
Bottom Right: Poachers boast about killing the endangered jaguar.
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•
•
•
•

Osa Conservation
Government of Costa Rica
Ministry of Environment (MINAE)
SINAC Park Authorities

Top: Corcovado National Park includes miles of pristine coastline.
Bottom: Scarlet macaws are threatened by deforestation and hunting by pet traders.
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Top Left: Sea turtles need quiet stretches of beach to lay their eggs.
Top Right: Spider monkeys take it easy in Corcovado National Park.
Bottom Left: Corcovado has Central America’s most diverse wild cat population.
Bottom Right: A Baird’s tapir issues a warning grunt to the photographer.
Opposite: Even with Global Park Defense systems in place, protecting Corcovado
requires arduous foot patrols.
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Above: Ecotourism is replacing extraction industries in Corcovado.
Opposite: Global Conservation is supporting Corcovado National
Park with Global Park Defense sytems and training.
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Mirador National Park - Guatemala
Two and a half thousand years ago, one of the most advanced civilizations of the ancient world thrived in Central America. The Maya were known for their art, architecture, mathematics, calendar, and the most sophisticated
writing system in the pre-Columbian Americas. With this
knowledge, they built massive cities containing some of
the largest structures ever built in ancient times, connected by complex road networks.
The heart-shaped Mirador Basin, covering more than
650,000 hectares in northern Guatemala and southern
Campeche, Mexico, contained an integrated cultural and
natural system enclosed by limestone hills hundreds of
meters high. There, in an ancient city called El Mirador,
200,000 Maya thrived on perrenial swamps. They used
the nutrient-rich mud from the swamps for agricultural
terraces, built by the thousands throughout the basin.
Now, these sprawling metropolises have been reclaimed
by rainforest, the trees enshrouding great cultural treasures and an ark of endangered species. What once was
the cradle of an extensive Mayan civilization is now the
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MIrador National Park
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The La Danta Pyramid is the most voluminous in the world.

The Mirador Park Authority receives critical support from Global Conservation.

largest intact forest and wildlife habitat remaining in Central America. Hidden
in the depths of this verdant rainforest are 80 ancient Maya cities, containing
elaborate temples and some of the largest pyramids on earth. These massive
structures are at least a millennium older than other well-known Maya cities
such as Tikal, Palenque, Copan, or Chichen Itza. Just beneath tree roots that
wind through thick black soil are hundreds of miles of ancient plastered roads
paved with white lime cement, connecting an area larger than Yellowstone.

The park protects a narrow strip of forest along the Mexico border, and only
three of the dozens of ancient Mayan cities that are currently known in the basin.
However, nearly half of that area has now been permanently destroyed. In addition to logging, the park is threatened by construction of access roads, poaching,
illegal agriculture, ranching, drug trafficking, human trafficking, and looting of
archaeological sites.

At El Mirador, the Maya built the most voluminous pyramid in the world,
called La Danta. At 2.8 million cubic meters (more than 1,100 Olympic swimming pools), 70 meters high, and with a base the size of 35 football fields, it
took 15 million man days of labor to construct. The pilots who first observed
La Danta and its neighbors in the 1930’s initially believed these pyramids to be
volcanoes poking through the forest canopy.
In addition to its cultural treasures, this part of Guatemala is also biologically
rich. The Mirador Basin contains six kinds of tropical forest, 300 tree species,
200 animal species, and five of the six cats indigenous to Central America.
Large populations of endangered jaguar and white-lipped peccary live here,
alongside pumas, tapirs, ocelots, agoutis, brocket deer and rare Harpy eagles.
The basin’s southern limestone cliffs are the last place in the world with viable
populations of the orange-breasted falcon. Mirador is also on a critical flyway
for birds migrating from central and eastern North America.
The ancient city of El Mirador has been partially protected since 1990 by the
small Mirador-Río Azul National Park, part of the Maya Biosphere Reserve,
more than 2 million hectares of rainforest in northern Guatemala.
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Although the Maya Biosphere Reserve covers an impressive 10% of Guatemala’s
total land area, almost 50,000 hectares of forest (about nine times the area of
Manhattan) are lost each year in this reserve to agriculture and cattle ranching.
In just the past 10 years, more than 60% of the Maya Biosphere Reserve’s forests
have been destroyed.
To fight these threats, Global Conservation has collaborated with our partners
FundaEco and Rainforest Trust to establish the first Mirador Park Authority.
These rangers work with the Guatemalan government and local communities to
achieve “No Cut, No Kill” protection of forests and wildlife. Their patrols now
cover 40 ancient Maya cities and over 300,000 hectares of tropical rain forests.
Global Conservation has also deployed a Global Park Defense system including
ranger patrols, cellular trailcam networks, facial recognition software, command
and control systems, satellite monitoring, and community involvement.
We are also supporting critical tourism and park infrastructure including yearround trails, safety and security, and communication systems. Nearby communities are shifting from extraction industries to sustainable ecotourism, improving
their living conditions without resorting to illegal activities. The Community
Eco-Guard program offers local residents, who might otherwise make a living
hunting or logging, an ecotourism-based livelihood.
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Nearby Tikal National Park generates over 38,000 jobs and $220 million in
tourism income every year. Mirador contains at least 12 ancient Maya cities
that are even larger and more than a thousand years older than those in Tikal,
with the potential to attract even more tourism. Within 10 years, sustainable
tourism revenues from Mirador will pay for park management and protection.
Further, Global Conservation is committed to achieving UNESCO World
Heritage designation for Mirador National Park while securing key forestry
concessions to expand the protected area. Based on our work with the Guatemalan private sector and multiple governments over the past decade, we are
now in a unique position to realize the permanent protection of Mirador National Park. Soon, we will achieve the establishment of the first Wilderness
Area in Latin America, the Mirador-Calakmul Cultural and Natural Sanctuary.

led to their own demise. We aim to preserve El Mirador’s history but not to
repeat it, instead conserving the basin’s forests and wetlands in perpetuity.
Partners in Global Park Defense:
• FundaEco
• Government of Guatemala
• Foundation for Anthropological Research & Environmental Studies (FARES)

Beyond protecting Mirador’s natural treasures, Global Conservation is also
supporting cultural heritage protection. Working with the Foundation for Anthropological Research and Environmental Studies led by Dr. Richard Hansen, we have raised over $3 million in country from Guatemalan businesses
and families for the preservation of El Mirador’s legacy.
What happened to the ancient Maya that once ruled these forests? Two thousand years ago, their civilization collapsed in the wake of ecological disaster.
The swamps that supported Mayan farms with their nutrient-rich mud were
buried by clay runoff caused by wholesale deforestation of the surrounding
area. The Maya had been destroying the forest for firewood to make lime cement to decorate their plazas and pyramids, an extravagance that eventually
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Top Left: Global Conservation supported the 1st jaguar population study, a 2 yr.
survey in Mirador, finding the highest densities of jaguar north of the Amazon.
Top Right: The jungles of Mirador were once destroyed by the Maya. Now, we
are working to prevent history from repeating itself.
Opposite: The archaeological teams working at Mirador are trying to reverse
centuries of jungle growth and erosion.
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Top Left: Jeff Morgan with Global Conservation board members on a 2018 mission.
Top Right: Actor/activist Morgan Freeman appears in a documentary on Mirador.
Bottom Left: Francisco Asturias leads the Mirador rangers on patrol.
Bottom Right: Camera traps monitor wildlife and illegal activities in the park.
Oppoosite: Tourism in Mirador has grown to over 5,000 visitors per year.
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This Page: The beauty and mystique of Mirador National Park cannot
be overstated.
Opposite: Protecting this national treasure of Guatemala is a tough and
dangerous job for the Mirador rangers.
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Sierra del Divisor National Park - Peru
The Amazon is one of the world’s greatest natural treasures: a vast expanse of rainforest stretching across 550
million hectares, teeming with unparalleled biodiversity.
One in every ten living species known to man lives here,
including 40,000 plant species, 3,000 fishes, 1,300 birds,
and more than 400 mammals. These immense forests
help stabilize the global climate, harbor economically and
medically valuable species (many of them still untapped),
and provide surrounding communities with a wealth of
ecosystem services and resources.
Despite its importance, the Amazon is among the most
endangered wildernesses on our planet. An area the size of
Washington D.C. is destroyed each week as the forests are
slashed and burned to make room for farms and livestock.
As the rainforest is destroyed, Amazonian landscapes become patchworks of agriculture, villages, roads and trails.
A male jaguar roams a territory of roughly 50-80 square
kilometers; to survive, he needs space. In a fragmented
landscape, large wildlife like jaguars may encounter new
barriers each day, and may eventually succumb to the
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Sierra del Divisor National Park
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Jaguars require 50 - 75 sq. km. of continuous habitat to survive.

Deforestation threatens all endangered species in the Amazon.

various threats that humans impose. Then, large animals like jaguars fade from
the landscape, unable to return until their ability to wander is restored.

Aside from its biological riches, the unique landscape of Sierra del Divisor has
led others to call it the “Yellowstone of the Amazon.” Its arcing sandstone ridges
block rainfall, creating patches of dry scrubland among the rainforest that increase this area’s biodiversity. Dormant volcanic cones burst through the canopy:
“El Cono” (The Cone) is a solitary peak that towers 500 dazzling meters above
the rainforest. El Cono is part of a unique volcanic mountain range, the only
mountain chain in the lowlands of the Amazon forest. Here, ten tributaries to
the Amazon River are born.

Habitat corridors can help to solve this problem. Corridors are like wildlife
highways that maintain connectivity across a patchwork landscape, allowing
jaguars and other wayfaring creatures to survive. In Peru, where the Amazon
Rainforest is becoming increasingly fragmented, habitat corridors are critical.
The 27-million-hectare Andes-Amazon Conservation Corridor, a cross-border
“peace park” that stretches across 1,770 kilometers from the Amazon River in
Brazil to the peaks of the Andes in Peru, plays a crucial role in protecting Amazonian wildlife. Until recently, though, there was a break in that chain: a piece
of unprotected forest that put the entire corridor at risk.
Sierra del Divisor is a newly-established 1.3 million-hectare national park
along the Peru-Brazil border, protecting the Andes-Amazon Corridor’s final
link and completing one of the largest contiguous blocks of protected areas in
the Amazon. This is one of the Amazon’s last true wildernesses. Its unexplored
jungle is one of the greatest refuges for biodiversity on earth, brimming with
primary forests that store at least 500 million tons of carbon.
The region is a stronghold for large, threatened mammals like jaguars and tapirs, and protects more than 300 fish species, 550 bird species, and 3,500 plant
species. The massive rainforest trees conceal fierce rivers and plummeting waterfalls. This forest, which is also home to around 20 indigenous communities
like the Iskonowa and multiple uncontacted tribes, provides food and water
for more than 230,000 people. Locals call this “the Land of the Brave People.”
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This is one of the most remote areas in the world, and little is known about this
forest or its people. Historically, the forest was unimpacted by the outside world
because no one dared venture into it; now, the same unexplored vastness that
once helped protect this forest makes management difficult.
As a whole, the Peruvian Amazon has lost over 1 million hectares of forest in the
past 15 years. Sierra del Divisor alone lost more than 2,500 hectares of tree cover
between 2001 and 2014. Despite its newfound protected status, Sierra del Divisor is threatened by logging, mining, and clearing for coca production. Unregulated commercial fishing and hunting imperil native animal populations. A proposed highway could restrict habitat, spread disease, and provide access for illegal
hunters, loggers, and drug traffickers. Unchecked, these threats could destroy
the area in a matter of years. Neighboring areas have already been devastated by
mining and logging, highlighting the urgent need for permanent protection.
To achieve that protection, Global Conservation is coordinating with national
police and marines while working with our partners in conservation SERNANP
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National Parks Peru—to develop key aspects of the Global Park Defense program. In order to make Sierra del Divisor a conservation model for Peru, we
are particularly focused on: 1. Systems and Equipment; 2. Surveillance and
Monitoring; 3. Training and Capacity Building; 4. Community Guardians;
and 5. Carbon for Forests—Sustainable Financing.
Already, in February 2019, a Global Conservation mission to Sierra del Divisor had a number of strong outcomes. For one, we delivered a fully-functional
Satellite Communications Network, enabling park rangers and community
leaders to communicate from anywhere within the 1.4 million hectares and
beyond with park management, police and military. We also had meetings
with key government officials to discuss tourism development, and formed
a workplan to deploy Global Park Defense for park and wildlife protection.
The Global Park Defense program will be focused on the Northern Sector
and Southern Gateways to the national park, and will include ranger training,
placement of surveillance cameras on rivers and trails in the park, aerial and
drone surveillance, and SMART ranger patrols based on satellite and aerial
monitoring to increase the effectiveness of forest and wildlife protection.
This builds on our 2017 work to support community-based patrolling, enabling villages around Sierra del Divisor to protect their own lands and the
park from illegal logging and land clearing by coca producers. Working closely
with the provincial governor, we are also planning the first lodging and boat
moorings for visitors to enter the park.
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We aim to protect Sierra del Divisor as a critical link that ties together one
of the world’s wildest landscapes. With our partners in conservation, we will
secure the ability of jaguars and other wildlife to roam this forest for centuries
to come.
Top Left: The Uakari or red-faced monkey’s habitat must be protected.
Top Right: Global Conservation is bringing together national park authorities with law enforcement through joint patrols and planning.
Bottom: There are more than 450 species of lizards, snakes, turtles,
tortoises, and caiman in the Amazon Basin.

Above: El Cono is a solitary peak that towers almost 500 meters above the rainforest.
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Previous: The lifestyle of the Amazonians has changed little over centuries.
Their survival demands the protection of rainforests.

Top Left: A ranger team monitoring wildlife in Sierra del Divisor.
Top Right: A wattled jacana takes flight in an Amazonian marsh.

Opposite: The Caiman is a living dinosaur whose habitat must now be
protected to prevent its extinction.

Bottom Left: Dirt roads are both a blessing and a curse for park preservation.
Bottom Right: With luck, 1 - 2 of these blue partridge eggs will survive to hatch.
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Partners in Global Park Defense:
• SERNANP
• Ministry of Environment

Above: A ranger has a tough job protecting the massive Sierra del
Divisor National Park.
Left: Park rangers on foot patrol risk their lives in the Amazon.
Opposite: A great white heron eyeballs some activity in the water.
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Mana Pools National Park - Zimbabwe
Dusk in Mana Pools is like a watercolor veil. As the sun
sets into purple, blue and gold, the warble of a fish eagle gives way to the piping call of a fiery-necked nightjar,
the whoop of a hyena, and the eerily childlike cry of a
bush baby. The luckiest visitors might even hear the gentle
clack-clack of a pangolin ambling past their tent, scales
clicking together as they clutch their sickle-clawed forepaws to their chest like a tiny T-rex. Indeed, with their
tough armor, these curious mammals might be mistaken
for a reptile.
Visitors here are treated to sights that seem impossible
anywhere else. The winter-thorn trees gather the blue light
of dawn, imbuing the banks of the Zambezi River with
a periwinkle hue like a storybook forest. In this real-life
fairy tale, elephants balance on their hind feet, stretching
their prehensile trunks to pluck the last dry-season leaves
from these massive trees. Painted dogs, one of the most
endangered mammals in Africa, bolt across the plains to
hunt arboreal baboons, which they do nowhere else. With
their mottled tricolored coats, unique as fingerprints, they
Mana Pools National Park
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A herd of waterbuck keep a lone African elephant company at Mana Pools National Park.

weave in and out of the grass, kicking up scattered earth that rises and catches
the blue light like fairy dust.
The 220,000-hectare Mana Pools National Park lies in the Lower Zambezi
Valley of Zimbabwe, part of a vast unfenced wilderness of over a million hectares where wildlife roams free. To the north flows the mighty Zambezi River,
flanked by mahogany, wild figs, and baobabs; to the south, an escarpment rises
more than 1,000 meters from the valley floor.
Here, the floodplain of the Lower Zambezi River turns into a broad expanse
of water after each rainy season. As the flood recedes, myriad wildlife arrives
in search of water, making it one of Africa’s most renowned game-viewing
regions. This is the last national park in Africa where visitors can still walk
unescorted among big game. Approximately 7,000 tourists visit Mana Pools
World Heritage Site and the Lower Zambezi Valley each year, generating over
$2 million in revenues.
Mana Pools has the country’s biggest concentration of hippos and crocodiles,
and large dry-season populations of zebras, elephants and buffaloes. The area
is also home to other threatened species including lion, cheetah, wild dog, and
near-threatened species like leopard and brown hyena. Over 400 bird species
occur here, as well as all of the large animal species found in Zimbabwe except
giraffe, wildebeest and the endangered black rhino.
In 1984, when the Lower Zambezi Valley was inscribed as a World Heritage
Site, 500 endangered black rhinoceros lived here. Mana Pools was one of the
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most important refuges for rhinos on the continent. In 1994, just ten rhino
remained, and these last individuals were moved elsewhere for their protection.
Rhinos have been extinct across Zimbabwe’s national parks since 2010, and
poaching remains a problem for rhino re-introduction as well as for other keystone species such as elephant.
Twelve thousand elephants have been poached in this area over the past ten years.
As of 2014, there had been a 40% decrease in elephant numbers in the middle
Zambezi Valley complex, from 18,000 to 11,500. As these surrounding areas
face an onslaught of poachers with high-powered weapons, Mana Pools National
Park has become a final stronghold for wildlife. Mana Pools has suffered fewer
losses compared to surrounding reserves due to its position at the center of this
wilderness area, but its defenses need to be strengthened in order to ensure its
continued survival as wildlife numbers dwindle elsewhere.
Despite hard work and dedication by rangers, Zimbabwe park and wildlife authorities are unable to provide sufficient policing and protection of wildlife areas. Poorly paid, ill-equipped rangers are tasked with patrolling this vast wilderness, but Mana Pools suffers from a lack of government funding that not
only makes law enforcement difficult, but also fuels corruption. Salaries for park
rangers are under $7 per day, and in recent years, rangers have gone 3-6 months
without a paycheck, tempting them into illicit activities.
Dams present a further threat to Mana Pools National Park; the ecology of the
Zambezi is dominated by the regulating effect of the Kariba Dam, and there is
the continued threat of dam construction in the Mapata Gorge. If that project
moves forward, it would effectively destroy this ecosystem as we know it.
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To combat these threats, Global Conservation will deploy Global Park Defense systems in Mana Pools, including a cellular trailcam network, long-range
thermal cameras, a Vulcan domain awareness system, ranger communications
via satellite networks, and PROTECT Ranger training. We will also support
anti-poaching patrols overseen by our partners, Bushlife and the Zambezi Society, by providing funding for vehicles, fuel and maintenance.
To date, Global Conservation support has helped enable Bushlife to deploy
rangers on anti-poaching activities in the Mana Pools, Sapi, Nykasanga, Rifa
and Marongora areas, funding ranger patrol rations, fuel and vehicle maintenance. On our most recent mission, Global Conservation provided a Thuraya
Satellite Network to enable six ranger teams to be in constant communication
using Galaxy S8 smartphones anywhere in the park. These smartphones can
also support the SMART patrolling system for data collection on anti-poaching patrols and biodiversity monitoring.
In coming years, we will be supporting initiatives to expand protected areas in
the Lower Zambezi Valley two- or three-fold. We are dedicated to preserving
this storybook African ecosystem, so that future generations can continue to
listen to the clack of a pangolin, the whoop of a hyena, and the piping call of
a fiery-necked nightjar.

Partners in Global Park Defense:
• Bushlife Conservancy
• The Zambezi Society

Top: Herds of African elephants are being targeted by poachers inside the park.
Bottom: The photographer startles a flock of egrets in the marsh.
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Above: The Akashinga Rangers are an all-female squad of eco-warriors supported by Global Conservation.
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Previous: This protected African elephant can coexist peacefully with visitors.
Top: Ecotourism supports wildlife protection in many endangered global parks.
Bottom: Mana Pools anti-poaching teams deserve to receive the funding and
technical support of Global Conservation to preserve this treasure of our planet.
Opposite: A baboon surveys sunset time at Mana Pools National Park.
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Murchison Falls National Park - Uganda
“A magnificent sight burst suddenly upon us. . . .
The fall of water was snow white, which had a superb effect
as it contrasted with the dark cliffs that walled the river,
while the graceful palms of the tropics and wild plantains
perfected the beauty of the view. This was
the greatest waterfall of the Nile.”
Sir Samuel Baker, The Albert N’yanza, March 1864
Sir Samuel Baker and Lady Florence Baker were the first
Europeans to see Murchison Falls. Nearly a hundred years
later, Ernest and Mary Hemingway survived after their
plane plunged to the earth near Murchison Falls, only to
have the rescue plane crash and burn on take-off. Days later, the Hemingways read their own misinformed obituaries in the papers from the safety of their hotel in Nairobi.
Murchison Falls National Park is best known, though,
for the most powerful waterfall in the world. Every second, the equivalent of 200 bathtubs full of water is forced
through a gorge less than seven paces wide. The pressure is
so great that the ground trembles around it. The river then
Murchison Falls National Park
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75% of all of the world’s Rothschild giraffes live in Murchison Falls.

The poaching of elephants continues regardless of severe penalties.

plummets 43 meters before flowing out placidly toward Lake Albert, its banks
dense with hippos, crocodiles, waterbuck and buffaloes.

here, and four of the Big 5 (all but rhinos) survive. The rare shoebill stork calls
MFNP home, along with a unique antelope, the Ugandan kob. Over 600 chimpanzees live in the Budongo Forest, the largest mahogany forest in East Africa.

Murchison Falls is just one part of the 384,000-hectare Murchison Falls National Park (MFNP), established in 1952 and now the largest and most-visited
national park in Uganda. The Victoria Nile runs through it, its wide, white
rapids flanked by riverine forest and rust-red cliffs. Safari-goers from all over
the world motor across the savannas and woodlands that straddle the river.
Overhead, vibrant hot-air balloons carrying tourists float like a dream through
the dawn mist. With the thrum of the Falls as the bassline, everything is set to
the East African soundtrack: the rumble of an elephant, the honk-grunt of a
hippo, the trill of a fish eagle, the breathy call of a leopard like a saw on wood.
During the 1960s, Murchison Falls was not only the most-visited park in Uganda, but among the most popular in all of Africa. MFNP was known for its large
populations of the Big 5 (leopards, lions, elephants, buffaloes, and rhinos) and
for its chimpanzees. The park contained some of the largest concentrations of
wildlife in Africa: an estimated 15,000 elephants freckled the landscape with
their iconic silhouettes, 14,000 hippos guarded the river, and 26,500 buffaloes
stampeded across its savannas.
But in the 1970’s and early 80’s, as Uganda sank into civil war, wildlife populations declined. In a 1995 census, 200 elephants, just 1.3% of their pre-war
population, had survived. Buffaloes plunged to 1,000 and hippos to 1,500.
Now, the park once again contains over 70 mammal and 450 bird species and
an ambitious recovery plan is underway. Large herbivore numbers have doubled in recent years. Three-quarters of all of the world’s Rothschild giraffes live
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However, the park still faces challenges. For one, over 40% of Uganda’s oil reserves lie under MFNP, and a group of oil companies are now engaged in drilling.
Further, 300,000 people live within 200km of MFNP, and Uganda has one of
the fastest-growing human populations in the world. To sustain themselves, local
communities use snares to hunt animals like antelope and primates. Snares are a
major problem. The Uganda Wildlife Authority estimates that they have seized
seven tons of snares over the past three years. With the construction of 8 new
ranger outposts since 2013, snare confiscations have decreased dramatically.
Until last year, when the Uganda Wildlife Authority deployed 70 new rangers,
just 50 rangers patrolled the entire park. To make matters worse, rangers are
often tempted into corrupt activities due to their low salaries, which are under
$9 per day. Communications have been poor: cell service covers less than 10%
of the park, and remote ranger stations have been unable to call for emergency
medical support or reinforcements when they face well-armed poaching groups.
Like in many parts of Africa, commercial poaching by international syndicates
is a major problem in MFNP. Poachers buy illegal firearms from nearby conflict
zones, using them to hunt large animals to sell for their meat and ivory. Already,
rhinos have been wiped out throughout Uganda, and over 3,000 elephants have
been killed in this region over the past ten years. In 2018, more than 40 tons of
ivory were confiscated worldwide; 80% of African seizures were made in Tanzania, Kenya and Uganda.
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We don’t yet know how many elephants survived the past decade of intensive
poaching in Murchison Falls. Global Conservation, the International Elephant
Foundation and Save the Elephants have sponsored a comprehensive Elephant
and Wildlife Census in the park, using state-of-the-art imaging technology.
These airborne imaging systems will also help to generate detailed land use
and deforestation maps for park management and wildlife corridor planning.
Global Conservation is also investing in a multi-year Global Park Defense
program to bring park-wide communications, the Vulcan domain awareness
system, cellular trailcam networks, long-range thermal cameras, and real-time
command and control. Already, we’ve rolled out a satellite comms network,
enabling rangers to connect to HQ and coordinate with other ranger patrols.
These smartphones also support the SMART patrolling system for collecting
data on poaching and biodiversity.
Protecting this unique ecosystem is critical both for its innate value and its
value to the Ugandan economy. We are now supporting the establishment of
a Community Tourism Association with certified guides to become ambassadors for the park. The tourism industry in Uganda employs about 1.2 million
people, and the tourism industry raises about $1.5 billion a year, or 9% of the
country’s Gross Domestic Product. Over 50,000 tourists visit MFNP each
year, generating over $2 million in revenues. The Uganda Wildlife Authority contributes 20% of these revenues to local community projects, including
clinics and schools.
With our Partners in Conservation, we are working to restore Murchison Falls
National Park to its former glory. We hope that in the coming decades, a tourist in a hot air balloon can once again look down upon a savanna freckled with
elephants. The Ugandan economy and the communities that live around the
park depend on it.
Partners in Global Park Defense:
• Uganda Conservation Foundation
• Ugandan Wildlife Authority

Opposite and Above: Images of anti-poaching missions in Murchison Falls.
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Top: The Ugandan Wildlife Authority rangers are true eco-warriors.
Bottom Left: The Uganda kob is endangered and requires protections.
Bottom Right: A new building going up at park headquarters.
Opposite: Murchison Falls National Park is a key to African biodiversity.
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Top: A wild animal will chew off their own hoof to escape a poacher’s snare.
Middle: The hippopotamus is endangered in Uganda.
Bottom: Sunset at Murchison Falls National Park.
Opposite: A male African lion surveys the savanna. Sadly the King of the Jungle
is often the target of poachers, even inside the park limits.
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Marine Protection - Global Park Defense

Our oceans are under siege. Many of the world’s coastal marine ecosystems have
been trawled, polluted, and overfished, and Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) have
become our last bastions for saving intact coastal and reef ecosystems. MPAs
provide a sanctuary for fish and other marine wildlife, allowing fisheries to regenerate, maintaining healthy coral reefs, and supporting resilient marine ecosystems. In many developing countries, coastal MPAs are important centers of
fishing, diving, and tourism, providing a critical source of food and income for
local communities.

Protecting Endangered UNESCO World
Heritage Sites and National Marine Protected
Areas in Developing Countries

Sharks are under threat in almost every sea on the planet. Illegal shark
fishing is fueled by Asian demand for shark fins.

As fisheries decline in non-protected waters, illegal fishermen target MPAs.
Global Park Defense alerts marine wardens to activities inside the MPA.

Despite their importance, illegal activities continue to deplete MPAs worldwide. Many national marine parks in developing countries, some of which
are UNESCO World Heritage Sites, remain unprotected. Due to limited resources, these MPAs lack efficient and effective enforcement systems. Fuel and
boat maintenance, for example, can be prohibitively expensive, forcing marine
rangers and wardens to remain ashore.

Global Conservation is also supporting research and development of next-generation marine-hardened, off-grid Mobile Marine Monitor (M3) trailer systems
that can be shipped in standard shipping containers anywhere in the world.

Global Conservation focuses on providing the systems, technology and training needed for the protection of Marine National Parks – what we call Global
Park Defense. Global Park Defense provides a low-cost, highly effective system
for protecting endangered MPAs, helping marine park authorities to detect
suspicious fishing activity day or night.
Global Park Defense includes:
• Marine Monitor Radar
• Long-Range Cameras
• UAV Drones
• SMART Marine Patrols
Global Park Defense is deployed in a multi-year process of threat assessment,
systems deployment, marine warden capacity building, and community involvement. For protection to be successful, local communities must be engaged and involved in protecting their marine resources.

Marine poachers are relentless in their quest for illegal harvests of fish. Blast
fishing destroys all living creatures and their ocean habitats indiscriminately.
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Working with the Anthropocene Institute, Wildcoast, NOAA, OneReef, ProNatura, Coral Triangle and other conservation partners, we are scaling up Global
Park Defense for marine park protection around the globe. Violators are being
caught and arrested. Illegal fishing boats are being thwarted. Previously endangered marine protected areas are being saved, and fisheries are regenerating to
provide food and income for local communities reliant on their Marine Protected Areas for survival.
Currently, Global Conservation funds deployment of Global Park Defense in
twelve Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) worldwide. In this section, we highlight
three of the national marine parks where we have worked the longest and achieved
the most, despite the difficulties. Mexico, Cuba and Palau are three countries in
which Global Conservation works that have shown strong leadership in MPA
protection. Their MPAs have become a proving ground, illustrating that lowcost, effective marine protection is possible across hundreds of global MPAs.
Your support is critical to the success of our work. Please join us to save our
endangered World Heritage Sites and National Marine Parks around the world.
Go to globalconservation.org/marine and get involved.

We partner with the Anthropocene Institute to deploy their Marine Monitor
(M2) systems, which provide radar for fishing inspectors and wildlife rangers.
Together, Global Park Defense and the M2 system can stop illegal fishing and
wildlife poaching in our last pristine, intact marine ecosystems.
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Marine wardens in Mexico monitor MPAs more effectively using Global Park
Defense technology.

This MPA protection system is being tested at Isla de la Plata in Ecuador.
We hope to replicate this system in other nearby marine reserves.
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Surveillance by UAV drones is an essential component of MPA protection.

Global Conservation is supporting the Ngarchelong Rangers in Palau’s
Northern Reefs with Global Park Defense systems and training.

This diagram shows how poachers are pushed out of MPAs by the proven
methods of Global Park Defense.

Alejandro Castillo of ProNatura Noroeste shares aspects of Global Park Defense
with other NGOs and community leaders in Cabo Pulmo, Mexico in 2018.

The M3 Marine Monitor system is a self-contained, solar-powered unit
capable of protecting near-shore waters in remote MPAs around the world.
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Cabo Pulmo National Park - Mexico
“‘Let us go… into the Sea of Cortez, realizing that we
become forever a part of it; that our rubber boots slogging
through a flat of eel-grass, that the rocks we turn over in a
tide pool, make us truly and permanently a factor in the
ecology of the region. We shall take something away from
it, but we shall leave something too. And if we seem a small
factor in a huge pattern, nevertheless it is of relative
importance…thousands of miles away the great
bombs are falling and the stars are not moved
thereby. None of it is important or all of it is.”
During World War II, when John Steinbeck wrote these
words for his book Log from the Sea of Cortez, Cabo Pulmo
was a pristine patch of sea at the southern end of Mexico’s
Baja Peninsula, where the rugged islands and coastal desert contrast with the surrounding turquoise waters.
The Sea of Cortez, also known as the Gulf of California, is
a young sea in geologic time. Just five million years ago in
the northwestern corner of Mexico, the San Andreas Fault
began to rend a long arm of land from mainland North
America. As the land split open, the sea flowed in, creating
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Cabo Pulmo National Park
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Jacques Cousteau called this area “The Aquarium of the World.”

Octavio Aburto photographs one of Cabo Pulmo’s legendary fish tornadoes.

a protected corner safe from the fickle ocean. It became a vast, still, and clear
refuge, a fishbowl of sorts. Indeed, Jacques Cousteau once called the Sea of
Cortez “The Aquarium of the World.”

At its founding, an impressive 35% of Cabo Pulmo National Park was preserved
as no-fishing areas. After further determined action by local families, the entire
park was designated a no-fishing zone. Thanks to the community’s efforts, this
once-barren reef is now recognized as an area of global marine conservation significance. In fact, Cabo Pulmo National Park has been called the most successful
Marine Protected Area (MPA) in the world, with fish and other wildlife increasing nearly 500% since its establishment.

The narrow strip of land that guards the Sea of Cortez from the Pacific Ocean
for 760 miles is Baja California. If you were to start in Los Angeles heading
south, hugging the coast until the land ends and you see nothing but ocean on
three sides, you’ve reached the Cabo. On its eastern side is Cabo Pulmo.
When Steinbeck visited, Cabo Pulmo was a fishing town. Each day, local fishermen would set out from their small houses made of wood from ships that
had been dashed into the rocks by storms, and anchor their small boats near
the reef. Over time, they found they had to travel farther and farther to catch
the same amount of fish.
In the 1980s, this area was targeted by overzealous sport and commercial fishermen, driving fish stocks into precipitous decline. The local communities
were distressed by the collapse of their fisheries, and with the help of research
from the Universidad Autónoma de Baja California Sur, they lobbied the government to protect the region.
On June 15, 1995, President Zedillo Ponce de Leon declared the 7,111 hectares and waters surrounding Cabo Pulmo a national marine park. Cabo Pulmo is now a UNESCO World Heritage Site, protected and managed by the
National Commission for Natural Protected Areas (CONANP) in partnership
with the local community and the NGO ProNatura Noreste. Cabo Pulmo National Park spans approximately 60 miles between Pulmo Point and Los Frailes
Cape, occupying just a fraction of the Sea of Cortez.
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Here, the vast desert and pristine beaches give way to a shallow bay that cradles
one of only three living reefs, and the only hard coral reef, in North America. Thanks to a diversity of oceanographic processes, including wind- and current-driven upwelling, tidal mixing, and hydrothermal vents, Cabo Pulmo is
exceptionally biodiverse.
In this rejuvenated reef, enormous schools of jackfish spiral, shining in the sun.
At Isla San Pedro, sea lions frolic in the current, playfully approaching divers. In
the fall, whale sharks, the largest fish in the world, arrive in Cabo Pulmo. Come
winter, humpback, gray, and sperm whales emerge from the deep ocean to enjoy the shallow coastal waters. Five of the world’s eight turtle species patrol the
waves, while rays, octopuses, reef sharks, and colorful fish swim among vibrant
coral heads. Garden eels poke their heads from the sand, waving in the current
like stalks of grass. The reef has even become a refuge for the enormous and endangered gulf grouper, a long-lived and top-level predator that once represented
45% of all fish caught by local communities. Now, it is staunchly protected.
The park is also home to over 890 fish species, 90 of them endemic, along with
25 species of coral, over 4,800 invertebrate species, the poisonous yellow-bellied
sea snake, and 90% of the world’s near-threatened Heermann’s gulls.
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North of Cabo Pulmo the vaquita dolphin is on the verge of extinction.

Fishing nets are non-selective, catching many species of fish and mammals.

Almost 40% of the world’s marine mammal species live here, including 34 species of dolphins and whales and the breeding and nursery grounds for 30,000
California sea lions.

in nets that are set for the totoaba, a fish whose gall bladder is highly coveted on
the black market in China.

Thanks to this remarkable diversity, the Sea of Cortez is a global conservation
gem. Its waters are invaluable to science and as a fisheries and tourism resource
that benefits local people. An investment in Cabo Pulmo’s protection and conservation is an investment in local communities.
Now, the challenge is to protect Cabo Pulmo from increasing pressure as other
fisheries in the Sea of Cortez decline. Despite protection, over the past ten
years the park has endured pressures from commercial fishing and abuse from
uninformed visitors. Plans for enormous coastal development projects have
threatened to put unsustainable pressure on the reef. Illegal fishing by both
sport and commercial fishermen have caused damage to Cabo Pulmo National
Marine Park, but in a region where local communities live on the seafood they
catch by hand, enforcing the ban on fishing presents a challenge.
Unfortunately, marine managers frequently have limited financial and human
resources, making it difficult to effectively manage such areas. Military radar
systems for monitoring marine activity exist, but cost hundreds of thousands of
dollars, well beyond the financial resources available to marine managers. Consequently, effective protection in Cabo Pulmo has been a challenge, and the
costs to wildlife have been high. The vaquita, for example, the world’s smallest
dolphin, teeters on the brink of extinction. Vaquitas are frequently drowned
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To protect this unique place, Global Conservation and the Anthropocene Institute (AI) are working with ProNatura Mexico to deploy Marine Monitor (M2)
radar systems, long-range cameras, UAV Drones and SMART Patrols. Global
Conservation is also supporting next-generation industrial design and engineering for a new off-grid Mobile Marine Monitor (M3) trailer system which can be
shipped in standard containers anywhere in the world. As the number of MPAs
continues to increase globally, it is vital that managers monitor boat activity
within and around MPAs. We hope that this pioneering model will be adopted
in MPAs across Mexico.
Cabo Pulmo is a true conservation success story. In his logbook, John Steinbeck
said, “a dream hangs over the whole region.” For us, that dream is to help local
communities protect this pristine sea long into the future.
Partners in Conservation:
• ProNatura Mexico
• Anthropocene Institute / ProtectedSeas
• National Commission for Natural Protected Areas (CONANP)
Opposite: Whale sharks can live over a century if not killed by poachers.
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Above: The M2 Marine Monitor Radar system protects the MPA.
Top Left: Global Conservation is fortunate to work with many
dedicated conservation partners in Cabo Pulmo.
Left: Rangers patrolling the waters of Cabo Pulmo National Park.
Opposite: Fish tornadoes are a seasonal group mating activitiy.
Previous: The reef ecosystem is a delicate balance of water
temperatures, clarity, and plant and animal relationships.
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Jardines de la Reina National Park - Cuba
It’s easy to forget that corals are animals. These odd creatures are colonies of genetically identical polyps, tiny invertebrates with tentacles and a mouth opening that defend themselves with a strong exoskeleton. A head of coral
is something like a thousand millimeter-wide snails glued
together, each with a protective shell that they can retract
into. Over time, as the colony grows and more polyps
build their exoskeletons, the coral expands. When thousands of these colonies of different coral species grow together, it creates a coral reef, an incredibly rich underwater
ecosystem that sustains a panoply of invertebrates, fish,
and marine mammals.
But those tiny coral polyps can’t survive alone. Most corals
rely on energy and nutrients from even tinier, single-celled
plankton that live inside of the polyps. Those plankton
get their energy from the sun, passing some of what they
make during photosynthesis to their coral hosts.
That relationship is key to why so many reefs are disappearing today. When corals get stressed, for example by
Jardines de la Reina National Park
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A school of tarpon will support many animals higher on the food chain.

At over four thousand years old, black corals are one of our oldest organisms.

rising sea temperatures or ocean acidification, they evict their plankton pals.
Since the plankton give the coral its color, the corals then become white – what
we know as coral bleaching. Bleaching produces a domino effect that slowly
starves the reef, transforming it from a thriving rainforest into a barren desert
as coral polyps die. Some reefs can recover, while others don’t. Scientists are still
trying to understand what makes reefs resilient to bleaching events.

park is also home to other rare forms of life, such as marine mammals, three sea
turtle species, queen conchs (mollusks), and extremely sensitive staghorn and
elkhorn corals. The park also contains black corals, which are thought to be
among the oldest organisms in the world; some are over 4,000 years old.

As global temperatures rise, mass bleaching events will only become more common. The longest recorded coral bleaching in history happened between 2014
and 2016, damaging over 70% of the world’s coral reefs. Already, 10% of the
world’s reefs are dead, and 60% are in serious jeopardy.
However, there are still bright spots for ocean conservation - areas where reefs
are thriving. Conserving these intact reefs is becoming more important than
ever. One such place is Jardines de la Reina National Park, in Cuba.
This national park, sometimes called “Cuba’s Coral Garden,” is one of the last
major intact marine protected areas (MPAs) in the Caribbean. Jardines de la
Reina means Gardens of the Queen, named by Christopher Columbus after
Queen Isabella I of Spain. This archipelago covers about 684,000 hectares in
the Gulf of Ana Maria, off the southern coast of Cuba.
This park is a testament to the power of protected areas: since Jardines de la
Reina was protected in 1996, fish numbers have increased 30-50%. This is the
last refuge for critically endangered sea turtles, sharks and groupers in Cuba,
and these reefs have ten times as many sharks and groupers as surrounding
waters. The survival of these top-level predators is an excellent indicator of reef
health, as they can’t thrive without healthy populations of prey. The national
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Along the shore, labyrinthine mangrove forests are nurseries for young fish, protecting them as they grow. This pristine habitat is a wellspring of fish that helps
populate surrounding areas, guarding this region against threats like overfishing
and pollution. This is critical not only for Cuban fishermen, but also American
ones: although relations between the US and Cuba have been historically frigid,
the health of this Cuban MPA directly impacts the US’s southeastern fisheries.
At their closest points, Cuba and Florida are separated by only 160 km of ocean.
International borders are of little consequence to ocean life, and Jardines de la
Reina’s vast mangrove forests sustain young fish that may eventually end up on
dinner plates in Miami. Elsewhere in the Caribbean, mangrove forests have been
destroyed; Florida’s fishing industry, marine tourism, and seafood supply rely on
the productivity of Cuba’s waters.
While the Cuban government has vowed to protect 25% of the nation’s waters
as marine reserves, it remains to be seen whether Cuba can escape the rampant
coastal development, overfishing, and other problems that have taken such a
heavy toll on coral reefs elsewhere in the Caribbean.
As demand increases for fish by Cuba’s tourism industry, the park faces greater
pressures. Cuba’s fisheries have already been overharvested, driving illegal fishing
in the national park. It’s estimated that over 300 private fishing boats illegally fish
each day in the national park. To date, these vessels have been nearly impossible
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to identify and intercept. Traditionally, efforts to clamp down on illegal fishing
have relied on aircraft and patrol vessels that are prohibitively expensive for even
the richest of nations. Today, there are few patrol boats and no radar and other
basic protection for the national park.
However, it’s estimated that the currently permitted 2,000 divers and 1,000 sport
fishing visitors generate nearly $10 million a year in revenues, of which over $1.5
million directly or indirectly support park protection. Over 360 well-paying jobs
are a direct result of tourism, with hundreds of other jobs in related industries
such as transport, logistics, and hospitality. This existing sustainable marine tourism is now funding the critically needed surveillance, protection and management, requiring only a relatively small additional investment in park protection
systems and technology.
To protect this pristine reef and its contribution to the Cuban economy, Global
Conservation’s goal is to implement Global Park Defense to eliminate all poaching and illegal activities in Jardines de la Reina National Park within four to five
years. Our system uses relatively low-cost and readily available surveillance and
communications technologies that together have the potential to revolutionize
marine park protection for Jardines de la Reina and be a model for other marine
protected areas in Cuba and the Caribbean.
We also aim to secure park boundary demarcation for Jardines de la Reina using
solar-powered buoys every five nautical miles. These park demarcation buoys
provide visible notification that boats are encroaching on the park.
Throughout, we will work closely with local fishing communities on sustainable
fishing practices in productive areas outside the Jardines de la Reina National
Park. The park has benefited greatly from local stewardship over the past 20 years
under a unique public-private partnership between a highly successful diving
and sports fishing concession (Avalon / Marlin) working with park management
(Flora y Fauna) and fishing inspectors (Ministry of Fisheries).
As reefs disappear globally, protected areas like Jardines de la Reina are becoming
increasingly important. This reef is a living laboratory that can help scientists
understand why some reefs are more resilient than others against global change.
With strong protections, Jardines de la Reina might teach us how to save these
undersea Edens for generations to come.
Top: Jardines de la Reina or “Gardens of the Queen” is a Caribbean jewel.
Bottom: Training park authorities on the use of a radar surveillance system.
Opposite: Sea turtles are particularly sensitive to climate change and
pollution. They are some of the world’s most endangered species.
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Partners in Global Park Defense:
• Aggressor Fleets
• Flora y Fauna Management
• Cuban Ministry of Fisheries
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Above: Sustainable marine tourism provides $1.5 million to the park yearly.
Right: Jellyfish have little resistance to temperatiure changes in the ocean.
Opposite: Mangrove roots provide a haven for this school of silversides.
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Top: The Desmarest’s Hutia is an icon of Jardines de la Reina National Park.
Middle: A giant grouper catches the attention of underwater photographers.
Bottom: Jardines de la Reina is a haven for many endangered pelagic species.
Opposite: There are hundreds of jellyfish species in the park.
Previous: Frigatebird females only lay one egg every other year.
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Palau Northern Reefs - Micronesia
“Surrounded by water, Palauans have developed a life
which is inextricably linked with the oceans. We derive food,
identity and traditions from our relationship with the ocean.
The long-standing success of this symbiotic relationship is
based on the responsibility that each Palauan is taught from
childhood that they are caretakers of the sea.”
Mr. Noah Idechong, Palau House of Delegates
Green ridges that jut out of the ocean, blanketed in pristine forest and ringed by aquamarine water that fades into
a deep blue: this is the Republic of Palau, a cluster of about
340 islands in a seemingly endless stretch of water studded with atolls. This region of the Pacific Islands, called
Micronesia, is composed of seven island nations including Palau. Though Micronesia’s islands average less than a
square kilometer in size, their combined marine territories
cover an area the size of the continental United States.
In total, Palau is comprised of just 460 sq. km of land
area, but its oceanic exclusive economic zone is 603,978
sq. km; in other words, Palau holds rights to more than
1,300 times more water than land.
Palau Northern Reefs
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Although some protections have been passed, this MPA is threatened.

The ancient Northern Reefs are one of Asia’s nautical treasures.

Palau’s ocean riches are many; its coral reefs are considered one of the seven Underwater Wonders of the World. In just one day, it’s possible for a diver to see
a menagerie of megafauna, from giant clams and manta rays to sea turtles, dugongs and fierce saltwater crocodiles that grow up to 4.5m (15ft) long. Palau’s
technicolor reefs contain more than 350 hard coral species, 200 soft corals, 300
sponges, and 1,300 species of reef fish. Beyond this incredible undersea diversity, Palau also has the highest terrestrial biodiversity of all Micronesian countries
with more than 1,000 endemic species, including 60 endemic orchids.

In terms of marine conservation, Palau has become a true trailblazer, and was
called a “global leader in protecting marine ecosystems” by the World Future
Council. All visitors to Palau must sign an eco-pledge, agreeing to be environmentally responsible. Many types of sunscreen, which have been shown to damage coral reefs, have been banned from the country. Most impressively, Palau
created the world’s first shark sanctuary in 2009, protecting a patch of ocean the
size of France. Palau has become a model for marine protection in Micronesia
and around the world.

Some islands contain ancient landlocked lakes filled with unique subspecies
of jellyfish that were separated from their oceanic ancestors more than 12,000
years ago, at the end of the last Ice Age. Ongeim’l Tketau Jellyfish Lake on
Eil Malk Island attracts thousands of snorkelers per year, who come to swim
among nearly a million golden-hued, stingless jellies.

The Northern Reefs are among the best-preserved marine areas in Palau. This
patch of sea is a highly productive fishing ground and diving marvel that encompasses 3,930 sq. km in the states of Kayangel and Ngarchelong. Beyond reefs,
this area’s diverse habitats include sandy beaches, seagrass beds, mangroves, atoll
forests, and underwater channels. It is home to highly endangered dugongs (sea
cows), which have been hunted here to below 30-40 individuals.

One look at these island oases among the brilliant blue waves and it’s easy to
understand why Palauans are people of the sea. Many Palauan communities
practice marine conservation as a way of life, embracing a cultural responsibility to preserve the sea for future generations. Historically, Palauan culture and
oral tradition was enough to preserve Palau’s marine ecosystems.
But Micronesia is changing. Rapid sea level rise is displacing communities,
impacting food security and forcing island people to migrate or alter their
livelihoods. In the modern global economy, development and demand are also
threatening to upset the traditional culture. In response, Palau has implemented a visionary network of marine protected areas to reduce human impact.
Conservation, intricately woven into the fabric of Palauan society, is now also
permanently enshrined in law.
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Now, however, there is concern across Palau that fish stocks are declining, especially with booming tourism and the resulting demand for fresh seafood. Illegal
fishing and commercial exploitation is threatening traditional communal fishing
systems. In a given year, Palau faces 50 to 100 incursions by foreign pirate vessels. Some local community members also enter no-take MPAs illegally, often at
night. As fish stocks decline in South Palau due to heavy domestic and international fishing, the Northern Reefs will be increasingly targeted by poachers.
Already, over recent years, a fisheries stock assessment conducted in the waters of
Kayangel and Ngarchelong showed the area is grossly overfished. Fisheries data
found nearly 70% of fish caught were immature or juvenile; fish are being caught
before they have the chance to mature and reproduce. Should the situation
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continue as-is, the fisheries will no longer be able to support the livelihoods of
communities or provide an economic benefit to Palau.
As a result of these declines, new laws protecting critical no-take Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) were put in place across Palau in 2015. After two years
of building relationships with local communities and educating people on the
new laws, Marine Wardens are now making their first arrests and citations
against blatant illegal fishing in the Northern Reefs with support from Global
Conservation using Global Park Defense and Marine Monitor (M2) systems.
Historically, fisheries law enforcement in the Northern Reefs has been challenging due to limited fuel and funding and the lack of resources to detect
incursions and deploy enforcement at night. With Global Park Defense for
Marine Protected Areas, managers can leverage proven systems to achieve notake protection. This strategy integrates ProtectedSeas’ Marine Monitor (M2)
system with marine radar and thermal long-range cameras to immediately detect illegal activities day and night. Global Conservation funds OneReef in
Palau to deploy these systems and support communications, vessel operations,
warden training and marine warden patrolling efforts.
In Palau in 2018, Global Conservation supported rotating nine-person team
patrols. These consisted of over 100 boat patrols (2-3 per week) across over
17,500 sq. km in total, and resulted in over 30 illegal fishing-related warnings
and citations. Thanks to these efforts and those of our partners, there was no
habitat destruction observed in 2018. Moving forward, we plan to continue
improving communications systems, for example by deploying waterproof radios for each officer on each patrol vessel.
Within the Northern Reefs, Global Conservation is focusing on the Ebiil
Conservation Area. Ebiil Channel is one of the most important fish aggregation sites in Palau, attracting large numbers of grouper from three species
that migrate from surrounding waters to spawn here each year. An easy and
predictable target, these grouper aggregations have been depleted by fishermen
in recent years.
Consequently, local communities decided to close Ebiil to any fishing activity
in the year 2000, creating a 15km no-take zone. Since Ebiil was closed to fishermen, the results have been unmistakable: fish are now much larger and more
abundant inside the MPA than outside, and coral cover is higher.
Northern Reefs MPA Protection will be presented as a model at the 2020
Oceans Conference, hosted in Palau. Global Park Defense can be propagated
to hundreds of other island and coastal MPAs around the world, a crucial response to increasing pressures on the world’s fisheries.
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Palau is a story of hope and restoration, a testament to the power of bottom-up
community engagement, and an emerging model in the Pacific for MPA protection and enforcement. We’re proud to join forces with the people of Palau
to help save this remarkable endangered marine ecosystem that is so integral
to Palauan identity.
Partners in Global Park Defense:
• OneReef
• State of Ngarchelong
• Government of Palau
Top: Jeff Morgan and Firth Griffith of Global Conservation assess park needs.
Bottom: Manta rays are filter feeders and survive mostly on zooplankton.
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Top Left: A marine warden can protect near-shore MPAs with an M2 radar system.
Bottom Left: Wardens are most effective in small fast boats to catch poachers.
Above: This M2 radar system by ProtectedSeas is solar powered.
Opposite: Air surveillance can identify suspicious or illegal activities beyond the
range of the radar systems.
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Above: The Northern Reefs of Palau are one of the most pristine of their kind.
Opposite: Global Conservation is supporting marine wardens in Palau Northern Reefs with communications and surveillance equipment.
Previous: This MPA is being targeted by poachers and must be aggressively
protected.
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Photographer Credits
Global Conservation would like to convey our sincere gratitude to the
many talented photographers whose work is featured in this book. We
made every effort to identify the photographers in the few cases where we
used images found on the internet. We thank our partners in Global Park
Defense all over the world who contributed to this book with their photos,
insights and feedback.
Photographers are presented in order based upon the number of photos
contributed to this publication. Page numbers represent those pages where
the credited photographer’s work appears.
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Photographer Paul Hilton at work on a 2019 mission for Global Conservation
in the DaMaI Rainforest Complex aka the “Heart of Borneo.”
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